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for long-winded, sensational "specials
to the daily press, some of the papers ar
filling their columns with the
(?) information gained from the Stat
assessors that the live stock on the farm
of the State is decreasing in numbert
As showing the trend of the stock io
terestsofthe State, an interview wit
State assessor Pottle is reported in whicl >
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Improvement of Dairy Stock.
that official is adroitly made to colo r
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there
truth, that
turns received by the State assessors
m.\ins.
soith paris,
Γnited States now much better spec:
which naturally are looked for frot 1
1 ill Mod< raie.
meus of the pure bred Jersey stock tha
year to year, iu rather a damaging hue
can be found in Kngland or in the chau
Mr Pottle is reported as saying that ι
h A PARKER,
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nel islands, which are their native home
year ago there were 130,000 horse kin< I
Utoruev* and Counsellors at Law,
There are good reasons why this shoul· 1 iu the State, and in the present year thi: ι
mains.
The first that were brougb t number is found to have been increase* I
be true.
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here were mostly of small size, and pro to 140.000, but with this class of stocl
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duced small amounts of milk very ricl the increase in numbers stops.
in butter fat. Naturally they fell int< >
Mr. Pottle is then made to say tha
L. KI CK,
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the hands of men who could afford ti > "the cattle situation is in a bad
pay the high prices which they cost, an< I tion." In cows there has been a fallinj
Surgeon Dentist,
could also afford to feed them liberally off of 1,500; oxen 1,000 less than a yeai 1
MAINE.
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and did so. They were called the ricl ι ago, and of young stock 6,000
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warranted.
man's pets, aud it required time to shov sheep it has been well known that then
\
ί>>· best work
>
for
th<
were
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that they
also good
has been a gradual falling off in numberi ι
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for several years, and this is e'V)*P
poor mau who desired to make butte
instead of selling milk.
still coutinue to the number of 20,000 u 1
Dentist,
In New Eugland they were turned inti > the State the past year.
the best pastures instead of being tether
We who are breeding, growing anc
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ed out with a rope as their ancestors hat 1 handling this live stock on the farmi ,
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been on the island. The exercise thei know well of these changes going or
•rained in roaming the fields and climb among us and the causes bringing then
Κ. SMITH,
iug the hillsides gave them more musch » about.
We find no cause for alarm »
aud larger frame. Âs our pastures oc the slight differences in numbers, as said
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rationally failed in times of drought t< to be found by the assessors that an
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mer aud hay in winter with grain or fooc
the breeding, rearing aud keeping of it.
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kept up of to go out of the reach of the assessors
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the good reputation of their pets and ai lists is not circumscribed alike each
\
I taon Κ. Herrlck.
the same time led their calves to grow vear by the beginning and ending of a
.lis S. IIARLOW,
larger and had a tendency to increase the twelve-month. The crop of fodder may
milk production of each generation. At be short or plenty enabling the farmers
Attorney at Law,
they became more numerous the process to carry more stock in the one case oi I
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of selection began. Calves were raiser! forcing them to sell in the other.
The
PIXKIKLD,
from the best cows aud those that wert price that happens to be prevailing for
much inferior were kept to grow veal beef may make the opportunity to sell
ll'KH.HTA WHEELER,
calves. More thau all the rest, perhaps, more animals than usual, or it may rewas kept up by usiug
the
quire that they be carried over a few
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, onlyimprovement
bulls from the best milk producing months into another year and on to anSOl'TH PARIS, MAINE.
sold
to
some
or
killed
others
cows,
other listing. The price on the market
being
Altou C. Wheeler.
Jame.'· S. Wright.
one who wished to infuse a strain of
of dairy products, and the demand lor
herds.
his
native
into
blood
cows influence sales, and of course at the
Jersey
As a result of this practice it is as easy same time chauge the numbers to go on
now to find Jersey cows weighing eight to the assessors' returns.
Then, looking
hundred or nine hundred pounds and at the young stock, a low price for
giving sixteen to eighteen quarts, or beevex and a high price for veals affect
W'c carry a good line of
thirty-four to forty pounds of milk a day, the number of steers raised. Less steers
as it was forty years ago to find them are wanted on the farm in a season of
weighing T·» pounds and producing ten low values, while more calves are fatted
And and sold on a high market.
to twelve quarts of milk a day.
With sheep the farmers themselves
they have also by good feeding and
milk
to
made
warm stables been
give
are much safer judges of what is best
the
now
until
in
the
more months
for them to keep, than are the newsmonyear,
difficulty with many of them is to get gers in want of sensational matter, lhe
them to go dry even a few weeks before number of sheep kept on the farms have
been growing less each year for »
dropping their calves.
Our line of
Something of the same improvement time. Several causes have contributed
has been going on in the IIolstien-Frie- to this end. Cows have taken the place
sian stock during the last fifteen years, of the docks. Is there reason for raising
if not longer. Imported here as produc- alarm that sheep have given place to
ers of milk to the amount of thirty to cows, and wool as a cash product to
In larger than ever before.
thirty-five quarts a day it was generally butter and cream?
These are matters for candid considacknowledged that their milk was not
Prices Reasonable.
rich in butter fat. They found in our eration rather than sensational laments
bet
and
nutritious
more
under
pasture grasses
scarey headlines. In view of such
ter adapted to making butter than those examination what significance is there
growing on the dike meadows of Hol- in the falling off of fifteen hundred cows
land, but they grew less luxuriantly, and in any one year from the two hundred
their owners found it necessary to grow thousand on the farms?
There is no
South Paris, Maine.
much greeu fodder to use iu the summer cause for alarm. The live stock of the
and ensilage to feed during the winter to State is surely and rapidly improving in
till their capacious paunches, and keep uiiaUty and increasing in real value to
They also the farmers who own it, and this imup the large flow of milk.
used the grain feeds with these, and if provement is sure to go on though the
this did not show much effect upon the number may slightly vary up or down in
Dealers in
quality of the milk from these first cows, a passing year. Don't be scared over
time has shown it in later generations. sensational "specials" to the daily
The process of saving as breeding stock press.—Maine Farmer.
the progeny of those cows which showed
The Tail Rot Idiocy.
by tiie liabcock method of testing the
milk that their product contained the
Iuquirer, Brewer, Me.: I would like
most butter fat aided in the good work, some information on the following subnow it is not unusual to find herds ject.
1 have a cow eleven years old
ALSO
I whose milk shows an average test of
which I have been told has the tail rot.
CYuirnt sidewalks made in i8 :inil to 4 per cent, butter fat, while individual Λ neighbor of mioe was looking at her
I cows have shown 4j tu 5 per cent, at cer- the other night, and said about two
2 } inch squares for $1.25 per square
! tain periods of lactation. There has also iuches of her tail was dead. lie advised
\ id.
Cement steps made to order. I been a tendency to round out the forms
splitting the tail with a sharp knife and
lof the animals better, thus giving them iillin<r the cut with salt. He said if not
South Paris, Maine.
I a better appearance when titted for beef. looked after she would dry up her milk
Hut great as has beeu the progress in time. Is thie so, and is there euch a
HOLLISTER'S
I made by these two pure breeds under thing as tail rot or tail ail? What would
I American handling, it is but small when you advise doing for this, and how
Mountain Tea
I compared with that made by the use of should it be done? I suppose it would
A Busy Modioine for Bus; People.
I the pure-bred bulls for crossing upon be best to have this done by some one
Guldea Health aal Renewed Vigor.
the cross has with experience in veterinary work.
A
illo for C 'nstit>t4ti«>D. Indigestion. Live I our uative cattle, when
: Κ 1ιι·
Troubles. ninple·. Ecaena, Impur* I been made with good judgment and good She has never had any trouble of any
It ί Breuth. Slu-rtc'»·'1 Bowls, £1··ιι. lacli»
I feeding aud care has accompanied it.
kind in her life. She is in good condiH.i 'karli.·. It's R >oky Mountain Ten ill tab
To understand some of the causes of tion, gives good quantity of milk mornO'miiue made by I
Γ·πιι, a*. cents a box.
of
Wis.
1 t.- >rtu Dara Company, Madison,
I success or failure in this grading up
ing and night. Calved June 10. The
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE I the native herds or scrub stock, as sotuo dead part is in the end of the tail next
call
to
breeds
of
advocates
I
the bushy part. Will you kindly let me
prefer
pure
I them, it is necessary to look back a little know what I had better do?
Ilomo Laundry I for the history of those herds. They are
I am fully convinced there is not a
I u«>t native in the sense of being indigenous tenth
l.nallr·* W*«hlu||· Wautetl.
part as much rot in your cow's
I to America, but are descendants from
tail as there is vacant space in that
S iirt Waists anil Skirts a
I the cattle brought here by the early sethead. I am coming more and
Work done in the best manner.
I tiers of New England, mostly between neighbor's
more to believe that men who talk tail
1024 and 1070, or a little later.
They
I
Hill
Street,
34
rot iu cattle, hollow horn, wolf in the
I came, as did the Puritan settlers themSouth Paris.
and the like, are awfully afflicted
I selves, from nearly every country in tail,
hollow head—some of them with
I England, and probably were selected with
heads so hollow that should a grain of
I from the best those countries had.
common sense perchance be dropped in
Devonshire sent her little red cattle
it would be like a single pea dropped in
I anil Durham her larger cattle, we kuow
Now, there ie
All kinds ot Pulp Wood the com· I them for beef qualities, though the Col- an empty pork barrel.
whatever the matter with your
solicited.
ilrothers had not then begun to de- nothing
lins
I
ng year.
is no likelihood of
I velop them into what we know as Short cow's tail, and inthere
H. D. COLE,
her milk until it is her
sent some white-faced her drying up
Hereford
tlorus.
I
Pond, Me.
such theories as
I cattle, aud the Long Uorns were doubt- nature to do so; where the
good Lord
originated
12th, 1905.
I less from Yorkshire and Lancashire. headvaucee
knows. Born in ignorance, reared
I There were probably a few polled cattle only
in ignorance and flourishing in ignofrom Norfolk, and from the northern
we have every reason to believe,
I countries, or from Scotland itself, came rance,
there are some of a fairly intelligent
I the Ayrshires, famous for milk produc- yet
order of men otherwise who believe this
I tion even then.
thing regarding cattle's tails
I Those early settlers certainly had but nonsensical
and horns. Let your cow's tail alone.
little kuowledge of the principles of
plenty to eat, and she will
Jeweler and Graduate
I scientific breeding for improvement, but Âllow her
without doubt chew her cud in peace
I as the settlements were not near toproduce a fair tiow of milk for some
I gether and but few bulls were imported and
time to come, providing your neighbor
I excepting in the dams, there was probcause you to imagine strange
I ably much inbreeding which served to does notare
going to happen.—C. D.
I tix the characteristics of the various things
V. S., in Tribune Farmer.
I breeds so firmly that some of the ani Smead,
! mais descended from them could have
"Mutton Chops."
I been shown as lately as half a century
MAINE.
Teach the ram to lead.
ago as high grades of the various breeds.
Woven wire makes the most reliable
I —Turf, Farm and Ilome.
sheep fence.
Breeder's
A
Suggestions.
!
Sheep
Bright eyes are the best indication ol
II The tiner the feed, the better the good health.
Ruminating animals should not be
II sheep will eat it.
YOU T.l SESD US YOUB
II Do not allow sheep to run in muddy dosed with salts.
A few belle will enablo the strays to
II yards.
II In nearly all cases sheep do better in locate the main flock.
One ounce of linseed oil will relieve a
II small (locks.
and have lh"m mail»? into han«leome,
Il Mutton, lambs and wool make a good case of "stretches."
deelrable
The sheep that was "shaved" will proII combination for any farm.
what you make it— duce a mighty short staple at nezl
is
A
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HILLS,

Optician.
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NORWAY,

WANTED

OLD

CARPETS

RUGS

at a)M>ut
you

van

one

buy.

half the eo*t of any rug
Semi for booklet M.

NOVELTY RU(i CO.,

368 Congre»* Street,
MAINE.
POHTLAND.

WANTED.

sheep just
||
bad or indifferent.
||good,
In culling the flocks,
!

include all the
undersized, tlat ribbed, and weak con
|| stitutioned sheep.
ι I Grain should be given the sheep ever

||

grass has come as long as tbeii
l| after
indicates lack of vitality.
|| condition
Si :ep should never have more grail
I given
them at a time than they will eal

a few minutes.
No matter whether the lambs ar<
reeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Kir, Hem Ί raised for mutton or for wool, thej
lock and Poplar, delivered on far» a M should be kept growing steadily anc
any Κ. H. Station from Puwnal to Bethel
rapidly.
the cumin# year.
Old sheep ehould always be kept cull
E. W. PENLEY, Weet Paris.
ed out of the Hock as young sheep clij
Pond.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's
heavier fleeces, require lees attentioi (
I and are more profitable.
May 30, 1904.

I up clean in

I
I

How to Detect Spavin.
When the buyer suspecta that a spa ν
ClnnM and beau ti fie· the hau.
l*ruuio(M a toumn» !»«««*>·
in,-large or small, ia present yet findt
Never Tail» to Bertw» Ο ray
I lameness absent, possibly due to con
Hair to Ita Touthftil Color.
ahair
Ji-*a«*
lalUnj.
Cum acalp
I tinuous exercise or some preventiv*
JUc.aud |I UU at Urm/rta
measure adopted for the occasion, h<
can speedily ascertain whether it 1a in
Havi
deed present by a simple teat.
NOTICE.
an assistant lead the horae out to halte
Paris, Maine, May 33, 1905 and prepare to trot him inatantlv at thi
All persons are hereby forbidde ™j word "go." Now lift up the foot of th<
suspected hind leg and hold it as clo»
trespassing on the premises of Colum -]I to
the horse's belly as poaaible for a fev
bia Parris by dumping refuse or tai
minutes. Suddenly drop it and immc
I
walls.
stone
the
from
stones
ing
diately trot the horse, when be will
the first few steps or even roda, g>
I for
intensely lame, but soon recover. Thi
NOTICE.
All bill* contracted again* the town of Par i*| ia an unfailing teat and should be prac
on the Highway, either labor or material, 1 « tiaed in every caae where there ia th
want prmiiM tor payment oa or before the 1
I slightest suspicion of a spavin.—Net
day of every moatb.
I England Farmer.
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PARKER'S
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H AIR
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or PARIS-
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you buy until
you are sure it is free from scab.
Keep the fleece free from burrs—il
pays to care for wool these times.
Don't inbreed. Sheep show the sac
effect of close mating at the first cross
Vinegar applied to the udder will d<
much to dry off a ewe, in case she hai >
lost her lamb.—Harry H. Wheeler ii 1
Tribune Farmer.

Quarantine each sheep

over

the

taken-"

"Disappointed, you mean."
"Besides," Darby went on defiantly,
ignoring the correction, "who'd have

you, I'd like to know?"
I'll flnd some
"That's immaterial.
one." He raised his voice and chanted:
"Young gentleman, rich and of distinguished appearance, desires a wife. Object, matrimony. No triflers."
Darby grunted and resumed his disgusted contemplation of Dorrauce's
socks. He was about to make an unpleasant remark when both became
aware

'Thomas Edgerton Dar"—
"Tom, my promised bride, Miss Ruth
Wharton."
Again Darby bowed, this time over a
pink and white confection of a hand.
Decidedly, if Dick did—which of course
was monstrous—if he actually should
win her, he was open to congratulation.
"Ruth," said Dorrance, "is taking ua
to her ancestral home. We are to meet
her paternal uncle, Mr. Henry Wharton, this evening. At present he is not
at home."

"Naturally she wants her family to
inspect her choice. I promise to make
no revelations as to your character; I'll

maintain a most discreet"—
"And damning silence. I prefer that
yon talk."
"It is not far now," said Ruth.
"The walk has made me thirsty,"

Darby complained.
"It has tiien accomplished

the inevitable," Dorrance remarked loftily.
They had struck inland from the
beach, passing through a sparse belt
of pines, and now emerged upon a
narrow strip of sandy road.
Opposite
them was a lichened stone wall surmouutcd by broken glass ami boasting
a rickety, rusty gate uf iron. The three
plowed across to this und entered fairly spacious and well kept grounds.
Magnolias and shrubbery grew here
and there, and the orange trees were
There were prim little
in blossom.
beds of old fashioned flowers; also a
cast iron stag, severely weather beaten.
The tinkle of water from a hidden
fountain was very grateful to Tom
Darby's ears. At the end of a glade
be caught glimpses of white Corinthian
columns, evidently the facade of a
mission. Darby's misgivings vanished
under the influence of this peaceful
if Ruth were heir to such a
scene,
stately property, then Dorrance—oh,
Dorrance was plainly favored of the

gods!

stood before them trim and neat and
uiost desirable lu a chic muslin frock
and a canary colored hat of some sort,
with ribbons, perched saucily atop her
Brown eyes she
curly brown hair.
had. too, and the very devil of mischief lurking iu their depths, and rosy
lips with the shadow of mirth in their
corners.
Darby believes that her nose
is tip tilted just the least bit, but he
will never dare assert it. At any rate,
slie was entirely to l»e adored, with
the suu Altering down through the
leaves aud dotting her with little blurs

at Dorrance with the

tip

of her dainty parasol.
"I'll marry you," said she. She might
have been asking him to tea.
But Dorrance was ever more reftdy
than Darby aud lucky. It is but fair
to state that Tom was staggered, but

Dorrance!
"I

__

WHS COUVlUCeU Ol

mill

«uru

1

iuiu

Le said, bowing.

you."
eyes
"Just so," she laughed.
And then Darby found his tongue.
'Terhape you've overlooked me." he
"Dorrance is all verj
said timidly.
well, hut 1 have my points." lie stuck
ont his chest. touting low and with a
ou

flourish.

"They're well covered," said
nastily.
"Which you hereby respectfully

Dor-

ran*-·'

submit to my consideration';" she asked.
"Just so, but you're a trille late, Mr.—
er—Dorrance, 1 think you said? Mr.
Dor ranee asked Ûrst."
"But he never
Darby protested.

Imagined"—
"Oh. but 1 did," Dorrance interrupt"I've expecteil this
ed uublushlugly.
right along."
"Of course he has," she added severe-

ly. "That \va; very ungallant of you."
Darby collapsed; hi· had never learned tu accept defeat gracefully.
"
Ί nev"Just my luck." he moaned.

er raNed a little doe and learned to
love its soft brown eye but what'
"Ob, dry up." said Dorrance ungraciously enough. "Besides, you have It

wrong."

The maiden
Tom Darby sulked.
ved Dorrance somewhat approvingly,
lie returned her gaze with admiring iulorc.d. but she kept her countenance—
.july tho<e eyeJ would dance diviuely.
Neither spoke till she extended u tiny
t

hand with a linn pink palm.
"Come along." she said, "since we
at* to be married."
"Ever at your service." And he took
the hand.

"Squire

of dames!" Tom Darby snap-

ped.

"But you are

wonderingly.

disagreeable,"

she s&ld

"Don't mind him," Dorrance said
soothingly; "we cannot justly blame

him."

They moved off, hand in hand. Darmotionless In high dudgby remained
*
The affair was so distinctly preeon.
and

the

girl

was

so

dis-

bim.

Darby

so

was

embarrassed that be

jumped as though she had kissed him.
He adopted a paternal tone, speaking
with the matured Judgment of twenty-

Ave years.
"Why, of course, my dear, you may
rely on me." He was in a line conceit
with himself for that speech.
"Oh, thank you."
"Not at all! Not at all!" Darby marvels that he restrained himself from
saying, "Tut, tut, my dear!" He added,
with α relieving inspiration, "Then the

best thing we can do is to get right
aboard the Beau Gallant."
"Not in a thousand years," said Dor

firmly.
"Why?"

ranee

Dorranee eyed him curiously. "I've
better plan," he said at length.

"Well?"

promise."

"Indeed," she flamed defiantly, "he

has the right!"
"I wish I had," said Darby.

"He's a

lucky dog."
Here be suddenly executed a backward leap of some several feet. Ituth
had whipped out from beneath her
skirts a small revolver. To Tom Darby
Its size

non.

approximated

that of a

can-

"Great Scott!" he cried. "You can
have liitn. I'm not thinking of interfering. Don't!"
For a moment her surprise was ouly
equaled by his own. Then she began
to laugh convulsively.
"It's—for—
"Take It!" she gasped.

you."

Darby

"I'll vinrry yon."

Meanwhile this remarkable young
iudv was setting a pace that was quite
uncomfortable for Darby, who was and
is plump, let us say, and tirmly opposed to exertion at any time, so that
be it'll somewhat in the rear and
thought it mightily discourteous that
the two should converse in tones so
low that he was able to hear never a
Nevertheless he persevered,
word.
though with much pulling, and was

presently rewarded with an easy chair
upon a broad, coolly shaded veranda
and left there, Dorranee and his pre-

cious Κ nth entering the house, engaged
iu the most earnest of conversations.
Darby felt horribly neglected ami out
of drawing till, to his huge delight, an
aged negro appeared with a tray ami
glasses. II»' forgot his sorrows in the
rattle of cracked ice.
From the open window came the
murmur of voices, a steady monotone
suggestive of anything but loves sweet
silence. What on earth did it all mean

Darby's glass was empty;
contemplated it mournfully and

unywav?

be
slowlv stirred himself to refill It. He
realized thnt he was very hungry.
Dorranee came out abruptly and seated himself on the railing of the veran-.
da. Darby ignored him; he was offend-

ed' to
ever.

the last degree.

"Try

a

Finally, how-

julep, Dick,"

"thev're excellent."
•'You were ever a

he said;

carnal creature.

ΠΥιιιι

é

Darby look.nl up sharply. Dorranee s
He found hlui smiltone was strange.
ing rather grimly, an odd, truculent expression which was at variance with

his usual placid contentment.
"Hello!" Darby was alarmed.

\\uats

up
"Got nerves, Torn?"
All lost in adipose
-Not a nerve.
tissue." He promptly belled himself
by his discomposure and repeated
anxiously, "What's up I
Its Just
-I want your assistance.
this, old fellow, the uncle of this
4

'Cleaning

Darby
your betrothed'/"
grluued iu hollow fashion.
^
"Just the same and seriously.
Darbv experienced a tlash of com-

this might explain why
Dorranee was so momentously solemn.
"Mau, you don't actually intend to
commit matrimony ?"
"But I do, and I may before morn
"
illf?
"Lord!" said Darby helplessly.
"No joking matter, Tom. This uncle.
Wharton, as near as I can make

prehension;

He heard Dorrance
tinctly pretty.
laugh, and there was a familiar elan to
his tone which warned Darby that hie Henry
friend was ripe for any absurd adven- out is a thorough paced scoundrel.
drammer /
this
of
villain
"The
Moreover, Darby confesses to
ture.
sufrelented
He
;h« sin of curiosity.
to me, you Infernal Idiot!
ficltntly to permit a glance over his
shoulder. They were quite a distance
I»»<1
away, disappearing around a beud in
the beach. He ran after them shouting.
They turned and waited.
"Mayn't I come, too'/" he pleaded

to bring back with liiui this odious Mr.
Fetter and a clergyman."
"Two and two." said Darby.
"And—and I know you thought me a
bold creature this afternoon, but I was
desperate, helpless. I could not think
what to do. You will help me, dear Air.
Darby, won't you?" And, believe me,
she plumped down on her knees before

Ituth.
"Dorrauce? Oh, yes, he's all right.
If you marry him"—
"I've promised." She hung lier head
iu such sweet confusion that Tom Darby was more than ever envious.
"But he will not hold you to that

of light.
Dorrance was on his feet in an instant, and you may believe that Torn
Darby was not far behind him. The
two stood like idiots, gaping at her as

ly pointed

•'I'm a modest man! (Jo on with the
.lot. I begin to see a light."
"Well, iln'ii." Kmli took up the thread
f narrative, "as a last resort he per•u:uii\l me to comedown here from At..:nta. knowing that I could never esIt's twencape. Aud 1 never thought.
iy miles t»> the tien »-st village, eighteen
I could not
lo the nearest railroad.
walk it if ! tried, aiul Cassius keeps
lose watch on me. Tlie horses uncle
look with him when he left this morning. :t\ ing (lint he would return this
•
veiling. I am positive that he means

"That's a mercy. At what time?''
Hut Dorrauce was gone.
"He is just splendid, isn't he?" said

there so quietly
understand, but she

if she had dropped from heaven. Aud
she might have that, but the dancing
eyes were against the theory.
She glanced from the one to the other, apparently enjoying the situation
immensely. She fairly laughed when
at last she said:
"Good evening, gentlemen."
reincoherent
Both
stammered
sponses, and then the young lady calm-

gaged '!"
"I liojie so!" Dorranee cried fervently. "ΠΙ have you If jou'11 let me,
though all the world"—
"Oli, here," Darby exclaimed hastily,

"I'll tell you later. For the present
you stay here. I'm going to trot down
to-the beach and signal Hendricks. We
dine aboard tonight, you aud I."

How she ever got
never

"Not even me."
"IIow do you know?" she queried
archly from the doorway, and Darby
is positive that a prettier picture never
was than she made framed iu its rich,
"Are we not ensomber darkness.

a

of the presence of a third per-

shearing.
In selecting a ram take the bold, "nc
scare" type—he will help defend the posterous,
flock.

Ο

for a mile's
steaming shallows to the end that they
might merely loaf on the edge of the
beat h. Moreover, he was athirst.
"There's not a drink in sight," he
said crossly, "nor a suggestion of a,
breeze. This is plainly the jumping off
And we'll be caught iu the
place.
deuce of a thunderstorm if I'm not mistherefrom

row

Darby could

10. k G. W. FiOliglll,

h S. S. MtClurt Ce.

juvWB

ROBES, WHIPS, HALTERS,

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES

VANCE

RICHARD DORRANCE,
meditatively rolliug a clgarette, cast about him au approving glance.
"Perfect country," he drawled to nobody iu particular, though Tom Darby
was at hand to bear. "Orange sunshine
on the yellow sands, magenta shadows,
ultramarine sea, luxuriant fol-i-age to
beat all creation. This beats tossing
around ou board a yacht, anyway,
Πι ink I'll marry a native and settle
i.own t«> dream out my days in peace."
lie lit the cigarette and flopped over
«m his
back, flourishing heavenward
his lengthy and immaculately white
duck clad legs. Tom Darby resented
ι ho resultant display of vivid hosiery
and growled. Darby was in a resentful mood.
lie had been most comfy
altoard Dorrauce's private yacht, the
Beau Gallant, and saw no earthly reason why he should have been dragged

son.

lon§

J.

Darby"—

fljlK
I
I

HARNESS, 8LANKETS AND

ETC.

"My fiancee, sir!"
"ou":··
"Introduce me." she su Id demurely.
"Ruth, this is my ebura, Mr. Tom

>

Tfc Maiden and
the Befell
Gallant

"
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Oxford

Q"Listen
"Sari* waggled

ω»

fopoOeely.
«tern gta"·

was

suspicious.

Durraucu laughed ami «book his
h«ii(L
"Fifteen hundred?"
"You nute too low." Tom Darby sug-

gested.
"Three thousand," he snarled.

"On, make It worth while and I'll
raise you, pop," cried Fetter.
"Five?"
"No," said Dorrance.
"Ten, then. I'll give you ten!"
Mr. Wharton's hands were trembling
violently. Dorrauee politely tilled his

glass for him. He tossed It off eagerly.
"Twenty?" he pleaded.
"Wlie-ew!" Darby whistled. "I bad
no Idea the stakes were so high."
Mr. Wharton hesitated; every moHe
ment was now of consequence.

stuttered

painfully.

"Fi-flf-flfty thousand," he managed to

sny.
Dorrnnco rose and looked at his
watch. "You have no security to offer
but your word," he «aid wearily, "and

that Is worthless."
Mr. Wharton's jaw moved loosely,
but no sounds came.
"Moreover," Dorrance continued, "I
don't need your money, nor «Ιο I want
it."
"I'll have the law on

repeated sullenly.

you," Wharton
Hope was dead In

bis breast.
"I wouldn't if I were, you. And you
will nut. This Is rather a noisome business which you've attempted—and failed at. Your credit would suffer were It
known. So you will say nothing. I'm
happy to inform you that you're too
late. It is 11 o'clock, and your ward
will be her own mistress in one hour."
Dorrance walked to the door and
gave an order. The engines l>egau to
ehug more slowly, and the Beau Gallant came almost to a standstill. Mr.
Wharton sputtered threats and obsceni-

ties.
"I believe you were right," said Dorrance to him. "We do not desire your
company after all. Come on deck. I'll
put you ashore now."
The four followed him.
"That is Mobile," he said, indicating
a haze of light on the northern horizon.
"There Is a landing here and a fair
road. By hard walking you should
reach it in the early morning. Thence
you can get home by 110011 If you're
lucky. But by. that time Ruth and I

will be married."
"So that's your game," Fetter sneered. "I thought you didn't care for the

money."

"My dear sir," said Dorrance, unmoved, "when you have associated
with decent people for any length of
time—If you ever do—your thoughts
may be of some consequence. At present your opinion is of absolutely no
moment."
"The boat Is ready, sir," a man re-

ported.

"And now, gentlemen, I thank you
for the pleasure which your company
Oh. not a word,
has afforded me.
sir"—to Mr. Wharton—"the obligation
is entirely on my side. Good evening."
He was bowing them over the side

when a thought struck him. "Oh, parI quite forgot! We may need your
services. Do not go."
So the parson stayed, most willingly,
And the Beau
It seemed to Darby.
Gallant turned tail on the lights of
Mobile, picked up her boat and steamed swiftly back over her course.
son,

"What for?"

he Inquired.
"You might need—It—should uncleHenry come. He—he would be angry."

Darby approached and took the weapgingerly.
"Is It loaded?" he asked, with trepl-

on

datlou.
"Of course."
"Very well, then," In resignation. He
deposited It softly upon a table, convinced that at any second he might become an involuntary suicide, and retired to a distance. Ituth tied into the
hallway. Darby eyed the revolver
askance and swore softly, sighed and

Come 10 o'clock on a cool, starlit
and the iieau tiallaut was speeding westward umler a full head of
steam. To the north loomed tin; dim,

Wharton addressed himself to
Tom Darby, who was contentedly engaging the breast of a tender chicken.
Mr. Wharton shook a lean list framed

in soiled linen at him.
"I'll have the law ou you!" he cried,
"You'll tind,
quivering with rage.
a country
young mail, that this is not

where you can kidnap—yes, kidnap—
citizens at your will and not
suffer for it."
"I wish," said Darby calmly, "that
cuffs more
you wouldn't wear your
than a week ut a time. You spoil iuy

peaceful

appetite."

Mr. "Wharton fumed, speechless. Fetter laughed.
"He's right there, pop,'.' he said irreverently. "But don't you think you
to
are α little lawless'/" he uddetl

Darby.

Dorrauce interposed,
will
smiling indulgently. "The parson
be witness that you came willingly."
The
parson raised expostulating
hauus. "At the pistol's point," he pro"Not

at

all,"

tested very truthfully.
"I merely iuvited you to a stag on
came with
my wedding eve, aud you
that
alacrity, though I did understand

*«·> »
Dorruuee
"Until," he repeated with deteiniiua
tlon, "is heiress to a peek of l,l'0I)01,>'~ you had a pressing engagement."
Look around among your farmei
The parson smiled faint.y. Mr. Wharthis and more. She's an orphi
1
wht
those
humbly.
neighbors and take note of
She ton
is her guardian.
Wharton
old
attempted to control himself. "I'll
In
have succeeded in their business.
"If you'll be nice," she stipulated.
slowshi s tell
when
into
conies
possession
cheer
to
be
you what," he said, speaking
variably you will find them
"And he can be best man," said Dor«;*. back
tomortake
be
that
"If
she
will
and
you'll
abou
aud
went
who
thickly.
ful and hopefnl men,
ly
; ranee tentatively.
their business with a smile on theii
row."
lmme.i:ate!v I'll tfve y.m Sl.uno."
"Come," cried Darby generously;
faces and took the changes and chance ,
woman's
"A
age
"that's some consolation! But Dick, the
of their normal life like men, faoinf
If elie marries before
"Be quiet.
rough and smooth alike as it came ! Beau Gallant?"
nine-tenths of her Inheritance rethat,
Dorrance
said
"Bother the Beau,"
ol
Your fretful, worrying farmer seldon
Day in and out there is that feeling
verts to her guardian.
does much good for himself or others
warmly. He looked out to sea. The
befuddled.
weakness that makes a burden of itself.
Here
grew
Darby
He is either laboriously idle or making
yacht was beating steadily up against
Food does not strengthen.
"Then why in heaven's name does
much ado about nothing, spending mon 1 the breeee. "Hendricks can take care
she want you?"
Sleep does not refresh.
thi
than
time over the inconsequential
of her all right. 'Tisn't every day a fel;
It is hard to do, hard to bear, what
"I don't know that she does except
The sensible farmei
essential things.
married."
low
gets
on the ebb, an( I
is
uncle
I
amiable
is
be
vitality
not
elate<
This
as
should
alternative.
easy,
takes things
ae an
they come,
"*
indeed," Tom Darby assented
too much by auocess or cast down b;
the whole system suffers.
is addled about money; wants to get
/y and followed them. At leaet
failure, but keeps on an even keel boti \
For this condition take
her married, even tried to force her
even
<uld see Dorrance through
in fair weather and foul.—4.merioi.
a match with a—oh, a real d y
Into
Jd he fall to keep him from egreFarmer.
ish sort of fellow, Fetter by nam*
gious folly. And he himself was falling Now Fetter won't do, according to It vitalizes the blood, gives vigor and torn
and li j
One way to foolishly waste time I 1 into the mad humor of the proceeding.
to ail the organs and functions,
She doesn't want him, or anyfor all run-down 01
Kutti'.
unequalled
to spend to-day planning to do to
positively
his
over
Dorrance
began
"Ruth,"
debilitated conditions.
morrow what should hare been don(
body, for that matter."
shoulder.
"Not even you?"
Hood's fius cur· ooiuUpatioa. ΰ centt.
yesterday.
·..
"Who?"

dgïtLn,

—

General Debility

—

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

heart

Interest
Primarily we
read a story "to see how it comes out,"
and, other things being equal, the
■tory lu which the element of suspense by deft construction and subtle
limping is most successfully maintainwill be the most universally satisfying and popular. The mystery tale of
today is a story In which the element
of suspense Is deliberately eularged
ed

emphasized until it dominates every other consideration In the story.
Characterization, atmosphere, emotional values—all become subordinated to
und

remains

'To bestow—oil !"
She had l»e«>n tovlntr with her ring, a
tiny affair studded with a single stone.
It had slipped from her tinge:·» aiul
splashed iu the fountain. Dorrr.uce was
instant to plunge his arm in to the el

the greut business of plot development.
The marshaling of Incident, the succession of climaxes in crescendo order,
the cumulative sweep of the narrative
while the secret of the outcome is carefully withheld, Is the ulTair here. Like

no less quick. Their
He had the ring. He retained also the hand.
"Am I ever to be your debtor?" she

bow. She
hands met.

periodic sentence of titanic size, the
tale is unrolled until with the concluding paragraphs the meaning of all that
lias gone before Is made clear.—Lee F.
Hartmau In Harper's Weekly.

was

α

[touted petulantly.

"I hold that which can make you my
creditor forever."
She blushed, and the day was not
peer to her loveliness.
"We could never agree," she said
thoughtfully. "You are so"—

"So"—
"Cannot you understand?"
He shook his head. "I am very dense.
I wish I did." The long lashes swept
low upon her cheek; he tried in vain to
"Won't you tell
see beneath them.
me?"

"Oh," she flushed Impatiently, "you
have never asked me. Am I to fall Into
your arms of my own accord, sir? You
never even said you wanted me or that
you—you"—

"Huth! Κ nth!" he cried, with infinite,

joyful comprehension. He carried the
tiny, dripping hand to his lips. "But I
do love you," he pleaded tenderly.
"Will you marry me?"
She was purposefully deliberative—

Anally:

"No," she said.

But she had tried to look him steadily
in the eyes, and her own wero dear
traitors.
Tuothbmahe·.

"In the straight toothbrush ouc thigh
bone of a beef twelve Inches long and
four In diameter will cut four perfect
blanks. The same hone will cut only
two of these fancy curved pieces.
Thai's one thing that mukes the difference In cost between plain and fancy," said a manufacturer. "When the
bone is cut to length and shaped, bristles are hand drawn by wire or thread
through the brush part, each group of
bristles having its own leader. Then
they are securely fastened, and the
work is finished. When the bristles
first ko In they are fully three inches
Ion;;. After being flrinly secured they
are cut down to the size required.
What bristle is best? Well, in some respects that's a matter of taste. It is
all hog bristle, but whether soft or
hard depends on the user."

I)!|iluimit and I'hlloaopher.
A story is told in I'aris of a diplomatist who represented a Siath American republic a few years ago. There
had Iteeii so many revolutions at home
that tile linuuciers there bad no time to
send him li'.s salary, but he took this
misfortune philosophically, sold all the
furniture of the legation except a tied,
α table and some chairs and oceupied
one room with his principal attache,
who cooked the meals. Any one who
called early on the minister would
probably tiud him cleaning the boots.
"What would you have?" he would

it la the base of

Indeed,

every kind.
all literary

Knot* About

Ha nan··.

Under very favorable circumstances
α banana plant may give a stein of
fruit in nine months, but it generally
takes from tiftceu to eighteen months
for the average plantations to be In full
The life of a plantation
bearing.
varies according to the fertility of Its
soil and topographical situation. Rome
soils may need a rest in six or seven
years, while others may last practically
forever, as in cases where periodically
enriched by alluvial deposits. Handy
loam, through which water or rain will
freely percolate, Is the I>est soil for
bananas. The stalk needs α large
amount of rainfall for Its successful
development, but water must not b·
allowed to remain ou the surface or
Immediately under the surface of the
soil surrounding it, lest the water be
heated by the tropical sun and become stagnant, in which case It will
kill the plant.—Chicago Journal.
Mn k«·

Who

Men

t

lu It·.

As to social clubs «.f :en, tlic.v are
two classes of members the positive
and the negative. In an organization
of a thousand members you will i.nd,
probably, nine hundred and ninetynine negatives and one positive. 1'liN
one positive is seldom the president,
but nearly always the treasurer or secretary. It Is he who regards the club
as his home, his family, his wife and
children. Ills whole heart is wrapped
up in its success. He brings in the
new members and Is always on band
to shoulder burdens which the negatives willingly impose upon him. He
never

rebels,

never

protests,

never com-

lui» Is a community of selfish Interests, as a rule, ami every selfces with every other
ish uegatl
selfish tie*, itiv< :hat such and such α

plains.

A

«

i leal secretary, treasurer
Is tl
A good secretary or
mnuag· :·.
treasurer Is seldom promoted; he is too
useful.—New York I'ress.
man

or

One of the t'luMior.

A man Is but a cluster on the great
human grapevine. Ile begins to dry
from his
up the moment he is cut oil'
fellows. There is something in the sol
idarity of the human race which canuot l>e accounted for In the sum total
>t all the individuals. Separation from
tiie mass Involves a mighty loss of
as there
p.nver in the Individual, Just
is a loss of cohesion and adhesion involved iu the separation of ihe mole·
irttles and atoms of the diamond. The

.due of lite gem is in the cl >se contact,
ihe c.impai tne.ss and the concentration
if the particles which compose it. The
moment they are separated its value Is
man gets
g me. So a strong, effective
u large part of his strength from the
rital connection with his fellows.—Suc\

cess

Magazine.

Founded

on

llerrlnir Bob··.

Dutch monopoly of the North sea
Λ Doiuontle Trauedy.
fishing grounds during the seventeenth
Divorces are frequently pronounced century brought such wealth and pro··
Id America on the ground uf lueom· perlty to Aiusterdum that the capital
pntlhillty of temper. In Eugland we of Holland, wan popularly said to be
do not go ko far tin that, tint I have founded on herring bones. No lew
Just heard of a ease where au old than ΓίΟ,ΟΟΟ Hollanders were directly
family servant who married the gar- engaged In lulling the coasts from
dener separated from her husband neur Yarmouth to as far north as the
ground*. She Shetlands, and 150,000 more were emon exceedingly slight
said that he would Insist on the «lusse» ployed, iudlreetly, In the distribution
being turned u[>side down on the side- and sale of the tish. Hlr Walter Italelgh

ulglit,

Mr.

mystery element entera to a
greater or lens degree Into Action of

"But I didn't mean"— he floundered.
"You made your meaning plain, sir?"
"Since you feel that way about It"—
He turned to go.
"Oh, one moment. I—I do not wish
that you should think me ungrateful
indeed, ! am not You have done me a
great service, and''—
"And the reward?"
"But I scarcely know you."
"I haven't claimed it."
"I am sensible that I gave my word."

"But your heart?"
She sighed.
"My
mine."
"I knew that."

})jrat«rr Tale Saeetti*

Wh y the

The

nial."

Twilight was fulling, and from behind bim came stilled mirtli.

as evidence, glowering evilly across
the table at Darby, whom lie had mistakenly conceived to be the moving
spirit of the enterprise; then Mr. Fetter, young aud weak willed, lacking excuse for lii-t existence, but mightily impressed with his own simulation of
pale,
worhlliness; lastly, a
rakish
frightened person, a clergyman by his
doth, but deep in the clutch of a raging thirst for strong drink—these were
the unwilling guests.

Her tone

say, waving a boot expressively. "My
poor country is in another crisis and
has forgotten us again, hut when I go
back I >hall make a revolution and appoint myself president. Then we shall
have our reward for all this self de-

lit a cigarette.

low coast of Alabama.
In tlic saloon was assembled a motley part}' to a champagne supper, of
which Dorraiicc and Tom Darby formed the only self satlslied members, the
oilier* being plunged in deepest gloom
dé pité .-ill {.(tempts to enliven them.
First, Henry Wharton, aged in years
and sin, if his countenance be allowed

"Oh, thon we are η (freed?"
haughty an a princess.

was

board and that there should 1h> antion the dining room chairs.
Ami so, as they eon Id not agree, the
London
unhappy pair separated.

macassars

—

'I'll have the law on

you!"

The dawn found the yacht swinging
iuziiy at anchor. Mr. Dorrance cannand a
on deck, refreshed by a bath

breakfast, yet with

a

carkiug doubt

to his thought». He
immediate Impression that
all nature was chuckling in hu^e enjoyment of hU predicament.
lie leaned upon the rail, scowled and
lit a cigar, hurling complicated oaths
for a

background

received

an

down at the careless

sea.

Here an hour later the slothful Darby found him.
"Well," cried Darby genially, "for an

expectant bridegroom"—

Dorrance favored him with a heavy

glare.

"Bridegroom,"
eternally"—

he

said

slowly, "l>e

"What! Why, but yesterday"—
"Was yesterday. Today is another

matter.
"The

I'm in the devil of a tlx."
hasn't sent word refusing

lady

youV" anxiously.

"No; that's just the trouble."
uniDarby griuned blandly at the

verse.

"Romance," he propounded, "is the
Without
salt of life and Its savor.
lt"mat
"One escapes the holy bonds of
rltnony. Tom, without exception you
lie broke
are the most unmitigated"—
ovet
off." "I'm going ashore and have
with it. Come along."
uc
"I'll stand around oblivious at
lovers' tryst. You shall go alone."
the
And to this be stuck, so that
rest is only hearsay, but strongly supported by circumstantial evidence.
She was seated by the splashing
fountain when be met her. She did
dabnot bear his footsteps, but sat idly
her hand in the water, lost in

News.

Friendly Sncr»*«tlon.
An old man In a Scotch village hnd
a big eight day clock which needed
repair, ho he took It on his hack to
he
carry It to the watchmaker's. As
went along the village street an acquaintance met him, glanced at him
and passed on. After lie had got about
fifty yards away his friend called out
to him. "Hi!" Back went the old man
laboriously to where the other stood.
"Man," said his friend, "would It not
be far handler If ye carried a watch V"
A

say he cannot
Br >wn—Who said h<> couldn't
recover.
recover, his doctor or his la wyer Y-Chicago News.

ley

car

yes'::*v\v. They

Her Idea.

bling

tips.

norance.—Franklin.

"Oh!" she cried, with a rueful smile,
seeing him before her.
"I've returned," he said awkwardly
and lost the power-of coherent thought
"I gee you have." She laughed conno
fusedly and rose. "You—you had
trouble—were in no danger?"
"Not In the least. I"— The unavoldable grew startllngly Imminent. "You
have been safe, I trust?"
"Thanks to your kindness—yes." A
know how tc
pause; then, "I—I don't
thank you, Mr. Dorrance."
"Mr. Dorrance," he repeated foolish

wher<
ly. He rushed desperately In
both had feared to tread. "There ii
the way"—
"I—I—of course, I"—

boats.

The Vole· of

Sincerity.

Children are suld to be g«wd, although unconscious, Judges of human

uature, and most of them do at least
recognize sincerity and detect pretense.
"Come here, my little darling," said
the book agent. She had a face which
belled her words, but she was trying
to cultivate the little dauKhter of the
woman who had not yet couie downstairs. "I do so love children," she
In a clear tone, as she heard

added,

footsteps on the stairs, "but you seem
1'rotiiiK Hi" I<ove.
like the kitty better than me. Why
to
me!
l-love
Bride—I know you don't
you so fond of her?"
Groom-Why, child, what makes you are
14
'Cause she purs as If she meant
not
Bride—Because
you're
that?
say
said the little girl calmly.
Jealous. Why, Mayme (Jray's been It,"
husher
and
α
year,
married nearly
Where He Drew (lie l.lne.
bund's so jealous that he's shot at her
de Sainte-Beuve, the popular
M.
three
himself
kill
to
twlce und tried
French writer, once fought a duel.
times!
When the principals took their posiSaluteI'uor PolUh.
tions, It was raining hard.
with
"So he said I wus a polished gentle- Beuve had his pistol In one hand;
his other hand he held up his umbrella
man. did he'/"
"Well—>es. It was the same thing." The "seconds protested.
"1 have no ebjection to being killed,"
"Alii What was the exact word?"
wet- uo, no!"
"Ik· said you were a tdipitery fellow." said he, "but as to being
—Cleveland leader.
Ko PlaglarUm There.
.\ot quite Clear.
"I challenge you," said the young
"to find a single line that I have
Green—Jones was run over by α trol-

Mr. Settledown—I'd prefer to stay at
home once I». awhile. My idea of domestic Miss was to have a home of our
Mrs. Settledown—Exactly, and
own.
some place else to go to.

reverie. A school of little goldfish gaping for rations swarmed to her finger

pointed out to James I. how the Dutch
sold to the Yarmouth herring mongers
fish caught lu their own seas for Kngllsli gold, with whirl» they built annually η thousand ships and fishing

Admiration Is the daughter of >6

poet,

borrowed or stolen from any one."
"There's no doubt," replied the
critic, "that It's all yours. But If I
were you I wouldn't let It happen In
my next book."—Chicago Record-Herald.

Λ Perfect Gentlemen.

Little Elmer—Papa, what Is a perfect gentleman? Mr. Broad head -A
perfect gentleman, my sou, Is a man
who, when you start to toll him your
troubles, does uot break In and try to

tel! you his.
Λ

Little ΛπιΙιΙαταοη·.

"Beg pardon." said the missionary,

SUPPORT

"but will you translate his majesty'·
remarks again? Did he tell his daughter that he was to have guests to din·
ner or for dinner?"

scorrs emulsion «m» u ·
bridge to carry the weakened and
starved system along until it can Hnd
firm support in ordinary food.

Farmer Blake (at New York restaurant)—Waal, Miranda, here's spinach
Θ0 cents. I wonder naow If that'· a

Send lor ir«

ounpW.

SCOTT ft BOW NE, Chemists,
New York,
Pearl Street,
joc. and fajoo ; all drufjuu.

M>4i<

In

Donbt.

neck or bushel.—Life
Λ

spoonful

of

water, added

before

beating an egg Increases the amount
of froth; a pinch of salt hasten* Its
coming.
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ΓΜΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

ISSUED TUESDAT8.

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, AUG. 15,1905.
A

A ΤWOOD

Edttwt ud
G CO BO I

Pari· Hill.

FORBES,

ProprUter·.

M. ATWOOD.

Baptist Church, Ββν.Β. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Sunday
Preaching every Sunday at 10.45 Α.*.Service
at
Sabbath Evening
School at 12 M.
: *) f m. Y. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening.
Cove
at
7
30.
IV aver Meeting Thursday evening
before the 1st
nant Meeting the last Frl-'ay
Sunday of the month at 2 JO p. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Sunday School overy
I'ntveraallst Church.
Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
First

A. E. Fobbks.

—$1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #20» a year. Single copiée 4 cento.
All legal advertisements
Adtkktis£.mkst8
insertion β for $1.50
are
giventathree consectlre
of
column. Special contract»
Inch
length
per
and
yearly advertls
made with local, transient

Tkum

—
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Miss Frances Shorey of Portland
Mrs.
New type, fast presses, steam visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Job Panrrrao
low
and
price» Η. E. Hammond.
power, experienced workmen
buel
combine to make this department of oar
Mrs. W. E. Parlin started Saturday for
neaa complete and popular.
brother in Cambridge,
η uieit to her
Mass., and her sister in New Haven, Ct.
Watkins of Denver,
Coming Events.
R.
Miss Frances
is a visitor at the llill.
Colo.,
I
of
Lewiston,
Aug. 16 Universalis! Grove Meeting, Bryant's I
Whitman
Emerson
Pond.
for several years a resident
Aug. 16.— Reunion Twenty third Maine Regi- formerly
ment, I.ake Grove, Auburn.
here, has been visiting at L. B. Merrill's.
Aug. 17.—Keunlon of .J.!th Maine Re«luient.
The annual meeting of Paris Hill LiSouth Parle.
Grove, brary Association will beheld at Hamlin
Aug. 17.—Pythian Field Day, Lake
1
Auburn.
Memorial Hall on Wednesday, August
Ruck
Sept 5 —Oxford Pomona Grange. North
Kith, at 3 P. si. As a number of memHeld.
bers of the association expect to be away
for
un that day the election of officers
NEW A !>V EKT1SKM KNTS.
the next year and reports of the work
done in the past year will be postponed
Men's Goodyear Welt Slices
for one week.
Advance Styles.
l.aces
Mrs. J. E. McDowell, Miss Mary McAll Stvle· of Glasses.
Dowell and Edward Fletcher all of PortThe Pickling Season.
land are visiting Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson.
fruit .far Price*.
The annual meeting of the Paris Hill
Way to Treat Hay Fever.
It^ware of Summer Geruie.
Club for the election of officers
Golf
Walnut Ice Cream.
will be held at Academy Hall on WednesStrayed.
Notice of Foreclosure.
day evening of this week.
Notice.
Louis E. Clay, who has been at home
Found.
for the summer, has resumed work for
Thayer's Meat Market.
England
the publishers of the New
Homestead.
Here and There.
It is not too much to say that those
who failed to attend the entertainment
the Argus, reof
a
correspondent
Says
given by the Universalist Circle Friday
ferring to the more or less prevalent evening missed one of the most pleasing
notions regarding Maine.
erroneous
The
programs ever given in this village.
"One great reason for the opinion held
were of a verywithout
exception,
parts,
concerning Maine and her people, is oui high order and their execution demoneternal chatter about rum, liquor laws, strated the best of ability aud training.
and drunkenness." Well, most of this
The program as given was as follows
'•eternal chatter" is made by the Argus and nearly every number received a deof
and its contributors and other papers
served encore:
like sympathies, who are opposed both
fkookamme.
to the present liquor laws and to their
Beethoven.
enforcement, and who are continually riano Solo—Kuer Elise,
Chaudnade.
Scarf
Pance,
Μ 1κ» Pottle.
representing that there is more drunken- I
Chapman.
ness and general cussedness in Maine Song—This Would 1 Do,
Pal User.
1 Wonder,
than in any license state. It is time to
M Us (Jolil).
from
Hamlet.
quit misrepresenting Maine thus.
Reading—Selection
en.

|

—

Any one who knew nothing about the
matter from observation, and who read
no papers but the license advocates in
Maiue, would be likely to conclude that
the principal topic of conversation of the
people, from day to day, was prohibition
and the Sturgis Commission, and that a
majority of the people were just on tlie
account
verge of a bloody revolution on
of the prohibitory law. Such is certainly not the case in the rural portions of
the state, and if any such condition exists in the cities, news of it has not come
from any other sources than those
named. There is to be sure a certain
amount of clamor for the repeal of the
prohibitory law, but in our opinion it
comes from a comparatively small number of throats.
In consequence of trouble caused by
the matter in the past, the executive
committee of the State Grange has ruled
that hereafter there must be no dancing
in connection with grange meetings
which are opeued in form.
Various comments are made on the
fact that McKeesport. Pa., has lost its
Carnegie library by failing to live up to
its part of the work in making appropriations. Whatever view we may take of
this action in allowing the library to be
closed, it will be surprising if some of
which have
the other municipalities
bound themselves to make an annual expenditure in some case* disproportionate
to their size, do not feel the burden in
time and follow the example of Mc-

Keesport.

Portsmouth, Ν. H., is getting a lot of
from the fact that the peace
conference is held there. The way the
peace conference is held in Portsmouth
is that the envoys meet for business in
the town of Kittery, Maine, and spend
their nights at a hotel in Newcastle, N.
H.

advertising

A Chicago hotel bas undertaken to
correct the tipping evil by raising the
pay of its porters and requiring them to
turn over to the bouse all tips received,
putting on spotters to see that the
porters do so. Leaving out of account
the fact that the change of arrangement does nothing toward remedying
the tip evil, it is so absurd from a business point of view as to be ridiculous.
As Mark Twain once remarked about a
man, those hotel proprietors must do
their thinking with some kind of an
intellectual wart.
The last report from the Kooeevelt was
that she was sighted making her way
north among the icebergs. Think of it,
and shiver with delight at the thought!
The sentencing of an illegal rumseller
in Vermont to tines aggregating $7,500
or in default of payment 61 years in jail,
is noted with implied approval by license
advocates. But think what a protest it
would have roused if such a batch of
sentences had been imposed under a
prohibitory law!

Although the department

of state
deals with international matters, Secretary of State Root has resigned as
director of all the important corporations with which he is connected. This
leaves him free to act without any
charge or suspicion of undue influence
either on the one hand or the other.
Such action is on a high plane of ethics.
No adverse criticism of it can be made,
and only one form of uncomplimentary
comment on it is possible—which his
enemies will probably not be alow to
discover.

Sensible, if They Use Good Sense.
(London Dally Exprès*.)
The maids of Blackburn are making a
supreme effort in regard to the develop-

1

Hersey.

turt·r

Last Thursday the ground was broken
,nd digging begun for the foundation of
he new Universalist church.
A. R. Bucknam is on the sick list and
ome fears have been entertained that he
Boston. We saw him Thursday m ο raaight have a run of rheumatic fever.
load of great-grandchildren,
Miss Lena Morrison of Boston is visit- i ng with a
from
Miss Morrison [•here were five visible, oounting
ng Gertrude Stuart.
arrived early in the month and will re- ! iome distance.
C. H. Price's auto comes very handy for
nain through the month of August.
and grandchildren which are
Mrs. Whateley of Long Island is at H. 1 lis children
1 ind have been visiting him this summer,
3. Loveland's.
and Prince families of
Miss Lillian Young of Haverhill, ι he Drummond
and Shearman of Portland.
dass., is spending a vacation with ber Waterville
I. W. Shaw and family returned from
>arent8, Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Young,
Island on Monday.
klrs. Caldwell of Lewiston has been a leak's
Mrs. Benj. Gerrish is reported steadily
fuest at Mr. Young's.
Miss Maude Bates, who came from | pining.
Mrs. John Shannon of Wayne and
Rochester, Ν. Π., at the time of the
Pearson of Bangor are guests
'uneral of her mother, Mrs. Hannah Vire. Ralph
been a )f A. N. Merrill.
has
Sumner,
West
at
held
Sates,
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Welsh of New
juest of her uncle, L. C. Bates. She fork were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
ivent to West Sumner Friday.
Mrs. Welsh was
of East Wey- rilton Wednesday.
Coffin
Barker
Norah
$lrs.
Rossie O. Tilton, who formerly renouth, who was formerly a resident Miss
lided here.
relore, made a short visit in town
To illustrate our condition of second
;ently.
<
and the kindness of our
Dr. E. C. Bolles of Tufts College, ac- shildhood,
wife aud I are recipients of a set
ïiece,
Mr.
his
Hoyt,
son-in-law,
■ompanied by
the real thing, from
irrived at "The Pines" the early part of Λ cups and saucers,
Chinatown, Ν. Y., with
ast week for about two weeks' stay, Mott Street,
which we are very much delighted, all
["hey take meals with Mrs. H. R. Tuell.
from a wish expressed by me on
Dr. Bolles preached last Sunday and will :oming
jne occasion, such a wish being proof
igain give a sermon Aug. 20, at three
of our senility, in that no two
j'clock in the afternoon. This was a positive
ire alike.
ree gift on his part for the benefit of the
Guests of Mrs. Merritt Parsons are
As usual, his generosity
lew church.
M. Moore, daughter, and niece,
ind eloquence is deeply appreciated by Mrs. J.
Ν. H.
;he Universalist society and friends. A it Manchester,
Mrs. Olive T. Corthell of Boston is
week ago Sunday, Rev. F. E. Barton
visit with the family
her
aunual
preached. A newly organized choir making
Df Chas. Berry. lier mother is well and
;onsisting of Mrs. C. II. Bates, soprano.
remembered in time long drawn
L. M. Irish, tenor, Mrs. Irish, alto, and kiudly
in the town of Livermore.
[I. R. Tuell, bass, furnished music. out,
Mrs. S. S. Stearns of Norway has been
Miss Delia II. Lane is organist and musi& recent guest in the household of H. D.
cal director for the services.
Mr. Jonas Edwards of the Edwards Irish.
H. D. Irish goes to Waterville to meet
City Mission of Auburn will preach at his
mornwife, who is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Church
Free
Sunday
the
Baptist
J. C. Fuller.
hour.
usual
the
at
ing, August 20th,
A bloke appeared in town, ostensibly
The West Paris ball team played two
for tho selling of furniture polish, but
Whitman's
on
afternoon
jamce Saturday
drunk on anyfield. The first game was with South more particularly to get
that came to hand. Going into
Paris Volunteers and the second with thing
Walter Turner's uninvited, he sat down
Sumner. West Paris won both games.
to have a smoke. Mis. Turner coming
in made some inquiry as to his business,
Greenwood.
him to leave, to which
Miss Mary Brooks made a pleasant finally requesting
to another
visit at the Bennett place Sunday morn- ho demurred. Withdrawing
room she donned the war togs of the
ing and in the afternoon went over into
form of a
Woodstock to work for Mrs. Granville Sturgis Commission in tho
broom, and charged on the bloke. Πβ
Felt.
vamoused the ranch.
Mrs. Ransom Cole is still living, but suddenly
Thursday a party of picnickers went
Bright's disease having set in there is no
to North Pond.
prospect of her recovery. lier son by
Charles Gile and family and the
her first marriage, Charles Farr, came up
at Bear Pond.
from Portland to see her last week; also Horlows are camping
Miss Shirley Hall requests me to anMrs. David Morgan and her daughter-inof her brother,
nounce the arrival
law, Mrs. Frank Morgan of Sanford,

York County.

These

women

report

severe

Miss|

|

a

drouth in that part of the state,
Reading—No.
up to the recent great rain, so that crops
in general aud the hay crop in particular
Albert E. Davies, Esq., of New York were nearly a failure.
home
summer
at
the
About one year ago Daniel Shaw of
joined his family
Rockland came up on a visit to his relahere Sunday.
The golf tea for next Saturday will be tives in town, where he had formerly
given by Mrs. Cullen Carter and Mrs. lived, and then representing himself as
Jarvis Carter. The finals in the second enjoying fairly good health for one of
tournament will be played oil at that his age. it being more than 73 years.
Last week his remaius were brought up
time.
The regular Saturday afternoon tea at and buried in the Bennett cemetery. We
the links was given by Mrs. Davies. were formerly well acquainted with Mr.
Many were prevented from attending by Shaw, having worked on the railroad
the "intense heat. The contest, an ap- with him for nearly a year, during which
proaching and putting match, was won time he boarded in our family. He was
a
by Charles Shaw for the men and
good citizen and belonged to the
Adelaide Case for the women.
Methodist society.
A second golf tournament of mixed
The other day, Bert Fernald of West
foursomes will be given at the links on Poland and James Russell of Oxford
Friday aud Saturday of the present were at the Bennett place on business
week.
connected with corn canning. They reMr. and Mrs. F. P. Greene and Mrs. port a gilt edge prospeet for a big run in
C. F. Greene (nee Stella Houghton), who the near future.
have been spending a part of their vacaWill Emmons has two daughters, one
tion at Cliff Island, arrived Saturday at of whom married Roscoe Coburn and has
Orchardcroft.
four daughters; the other is the wife of
Miss Olive Thompson of Portland is Allon Cole and now has three, the last
Thus
the guest of Miss Mary Pierce.
one coming to town last Sunday.
Kev. James Bixby, D. D., of Yonkers, Mr. and Mrs. Emmons have seven grandX. Y., is at Elmhurst for the month
children, and all girls. Tlmy used to
August.
say that when the girl babies far outArrivals at the Hubbard House:
numbered the other sex it foreboded a
John II. Deane and wife, Master Al- time of peace in the corthtry. If that is
phonse Deane, New York; L. P. Bartlett, true we may look for peace here for a
Laura B. Cobb, Carrie G. Neal, Boston; while, since the girls have outnumbered
Mrs. M. F. Johnston, Montreal; George the boys three to one since the present
Pottle, Lewiston; A. W. II. Thompson, year came in.
Ernest Brooks called here on his way
Providence; Mrs. Wm. M. Bradley, Portland; Rogier Clapp, Boston; Rebecca home Monday, having been out on a
Mrs.
J.
C.
Auburn:
Clark,
Maxwell,
peddling trip for about a week. He
Freeport; Mrs. C. M. Ames, Miss M. C. visited about thirty towns while absent
Ames, II. B. Ames, Montreal; Mr. and and had very good success, llis goods
Mrs. C. W. Allen, Neal Woodside Allen, consist of ready made clothing for both
Portland: F. I). Sewalland wife, Bath; sexes, besides Yankee notions, and he
Mrs. Chas. P. Kimball, New York; John goes well stocked up, at the same time
Α. II. Nickels, I". S.Navy; R. S. Pottle, selling good bargains. Recently while
Rumford Falls; Hanno W. Gage and his peddle cart was locked up in the
barn some sneak thief broke into it and
wife, Portland.
estimated about $20
stole what was
Denmark.
worth of goods. Mr. Brooks is somemade
Extensive repaire are about tube
what out of health, having been Injured
in the lodge room at Odd Fellows' hall. in person several times, which induced
Mrs. Katie Sanborn is spending a short him to adopt the new employment, and
vacatiou at the Islands in Portland Har- thus far he has had good success.
bor.
Hay harvest ended here, except the
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Sanborn are the Hungarian, which is not ready to cut;
happy parents of a girl baby, bora the but not so everywhere nor will it be for
7th inst.
some time.
A few of George Colby's boarders are
West Sumner.
rooming at the house of Mrs. C. O. Pendexter.
The quests at the Deaconess' Home
The Knad Commissioner is quite busy are taking tlieir meals with Mrs. E. G.
repairing the roads, which were badly Duble. Miss Gertrnde Warren of North
Bucktield is working for her.
damaged by the late heavy rain.
Mrs. Maurice Farrar has been called
George l)eahy of Portland was in town
home by the illuess of her mother.
Wednesday.
Dr. Marston is away on a short vacaEast Sumner.
tion.
The remains of Miss Olive F. lleald,
Several people of this place attended
who died in Maiden, Mass., on Saturday, the grove meeting at Canton.
Hill
to
Sumner
Aug. 5, were brought
Earl, little son of C. E. Dunham, is
and the funeral services held at her still on the sick list although somewhat
former home and birthplace on Tuesday, improved in health.
the Sth inst., conducted by Rev. L.
Mabury Mayhew is visiting his cousin,
W. Muttart. The deceased was 7:5 years Mrs. Warren E. Lothrop.
of age, and was held in high esteem for
II. T. Heath and wife are receiving
her many amiable and ladylike qualities. congratulations on the birth of a daughAlthough an invalid for many years and ter, Vesta Belle.
most of the time confined to her room,
Mrs. C. E. Dunham and Mies Georgia
still her genial presence and retiued man- Irish went to Dr. Cole of Buckfield Wedof
ners won the respect and sympathy
nesday, to have dental work done.
all that knew her. Had her health not
C. W. Field has returned here for a
failed when quite a young lady, she, short stay among friends.
doubtless, would have acquired more
Ernest Field and family visited at
than local fame as a musician and artist, Capt. G. M. Small's Aug. Dth.
as she was by nature qualified for those
Harry Crockett, formerly of this
positions, and had instructed classes in place, and Vinia Bonney of Buckfield,
piano practice in Lewiston, Bangor and were married July 2i»th. They will make
other places.
their home for the present at Dixtield.
The serenade dance given by them was
East Hebron.
much enjoyed by all. The young couple
Many of our citizens have finished hay- have many friends as shown by the folnow
and
are
ing
makiug improvements lowing list of presents:
on their farms.
Pining table. Mrs. Ruth Crockett.
Mr. H.. A. Record is talking of taking
1-2 dozen stiver knives ami forks an<l quilt,
He has work^ until ho Wm. Glover and family.
a vacation.
Rug, Hazel .Ionian, Beatrice Hee l.
needs a rest for a short time.
1 2 dozen silver teaspoons, Mr. and Mrs. G. II.
Mr. Cyrus Suell of Turner passed Packard.
1-2 dozen sl'ver nut picks, Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
away last Sunday morning from the ef- Barrows.
He had a
fects of a shock recently.
Sugar sliell and butter knife, Mr. and Mrs. L>
very happy disposition, always happy W. Emery.
ΐ
silver tablespoons, Mr. and Mr·. Shirley Bonhimself and trying to make others hapnev.
py. He has been blind for a number of
Berry spoon and glass cake plate, Mr. and
years, but he made many presents for Mrs. Richmond Tuttle.
He has
Sugar shell. Mr. and Mrs. U. A. Chandler.
us all from wood he whittled.
Silver meat fork, H. It. T. Chandler.
failed rapidly of late. A wife, his son
1 dozen linen napkins, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
and wife and their three children and his Bobbins, Mrs. Dunham.
tray cloth», Misa Georgia L. Irish.
only daughter have always lived in the 2Cut
g'a*· salt and pepper shake, J'me· Packsame home very happily, and are heartard.
felt mourners in the sad loss.
They $1 In money, Mrs. Henry Young.
2 dolleys anil bou bon dish, Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
have the sympathy of all around them.
Brown.
Mrs. L. R. Hodsdon intends to visit
Pin cushion, cup aud saucer, Mr. and Mrs. R.
her husband's mother in Yarmouth be- A. Chandler.
2
fore the summer term of school comcups ami saucers, Mr. W. E. Doble.
·.' cake plates, Mr. and Mrs E. G Poble.
mences, so her granddaughter can enjoy
Pitcher, Mr. ami M re S. G. Barrett.
the visit with her.
1-2 dozen fruit platen, glass cake plate, Charlie
Master Leon Pierce is visiting his Ryerson and Mrs. Ilosetta Ryerson.
2 glass cake plate) and sugar bowl, A. G.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Parrkr.
Pierce.
Cake plate, Miss -Jexult E. Bonney.
3 pickle dishes, Mabelle Buck, Millie \ndrews.
Mr. Elkanah Harlow is now away
\\ ater set. Herbert Jowett.
visiting relatives.
Kerry dish, salt and pepper shake, $5.50 In
Cobb.
5 Co'lect etreet.
Mr. Knickerbocker.

of]
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of the race. They bave organized
a club under the name of the Blackburn
Health
and District Ladies1 National
Society, aud they have a membership of
about forty. "The society," said the
secretary, "aims at the development of a
and nobler womanhood and manood." The specific objects of the club
are: To discourage the wearing of corsets; to discourage the
unnecessary
physical weakness of women; to promote the consideration of proper pride
regarding the care of the body; to discourage prudery and ignorance regarding vital physical facts; to foster a love
for outdoor exercise as a means to develop health and strength; and to discourage the use of tobacco and intoxicants among male friends and acquaintances.
All young unmarried girls residing in Blackburn and district are eligible
formembership provided they subscribe
A field
to the principles of the society.
has been rented by the club for the purDickvale.
pose of engaging in outdoor sports, and
an instructress in gymnastics has been
During a thunder shower Tuesday
engaged to take the members in hand in afternoon, August 8, Ira B. Wing's barn
the winter months. It ia proposed to was struck by lightning and burned to
establish a library of books on all mat- the ground. As Mr. Wing was nearly
ters appertaining
to physical culture, through haying, he lost several tons of
health and hygiene.
hay, one calf, two harness, etc. This
barn was an old land mark, having stood
Fifty-one Galions of Liquor Seized. the blasts of sixty-six years.
Mrs. E. G. Child visited Mrs. R. S.
An Ohio liquor firm in its anxiety for
trade tried a scheme on several good Tracy Tuesday, August 8.
citizens of Dixfield which did not work.
Gilead.
A gallon of liquor was sent to each of
Miss Helen Cbap.nun of South Parie
them, by express, C. O. D., and a letter
was mailed to each, notifying him that commenced her school in District No. 3,
he could have the liquor by paying the Monday. Miss Lisbeth Murphy of South
comParis is teaching in the
charges.
Some of the strictly temperance men menced at the same time.
Mrs. Eliphalet Wight and granddaughwho received these letters not only did
not claim the stuff, but actually felt in- ter are the guests of Mr. A. D. Wight
sulted, and they promptly placed the and family.
Mrs. Ralph Peabody is fast improving
letters in the hands of Deputy Sheriff
George W. Dock h am, who was thus en- after having an operation.
Mrs. Sally Bennett of Gorham, Ν. H.,
abled to seize the whole lot. In all fiftyone gallons was secured and libeled. The ί has been visiting friends at West Bethel;
hearing is now pending, but it is hardly ι returns to her home to-day, Wednesday.
to be anticipated that the Ohio concern She has been calling on friends at Clovardale Farm.
will claim the stuff.
The fate of the first trial of this scheme
Joseph Lary and Ellsworth Cole have
is likely to discourage a repetition of it been working in the cemetery. It looks
much Improved.
ia Maine.
ment

1

Rev. Mr. Knickerbocker.
Moszkowekl.
Piano Solo—Air de Ballet,
Mise Thompson.
Mr. Kulckerbockcr.
Keidlng.

Soug—fu Arcady, Mies

Bnckfleld.
Mrs. Henry Ulrich of Philadelphia,
s iter visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
[". H. Lunt, bas gone to meet her hue1 land at the lake·.
C. B. Atwood has recently been to

West Purls.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1»?.

village;

Harold hoping that might bring him.

since she had been going to the depot to
meet him. Perhaps she did not think 1
I
would tako the request seriously.
slight none who come, and those who do
uot assist must not take offence if not
always remembered. Selah.
A party of hop pickers on one occasion
got to discussing the matter of pel
names.
One after another mentioned
the complimentary tags by their friends,
when one of the women said that her
husband often addressed ber by a pet
name.
"What is it?" chimed in several
fool."
voices. "Oh, d
Thomas S. Bridgham goes to Boston,
Cohasset and other points for an out-

ing.

Mrs. Merrill's year-old-boy climbed
the stairs slowly, but came down much
quicker without eerious results. Not so
with the young lady who proclaimed
from the head of the stairs to a gentleman caller that she could not come down,
not being dressed. "Can't you slip on
something and come down?" She did,
she slipped on the stair, and—

Portland

are

visiting relative· here.

an

lllneu.

Lightning.

Mason.

en-1 ]

*Prof

Rubber

White

Pure

Warranted Goods.

Thursday

and

lUtomobile.

returned

with

a

η the abdomen by a piece of wood
hrown from a saw, causing injuries
vhich he survived only a few hours.

new

Misses Miriam and Margaret, daughers of Judge A. E. Herrick, have returnid from Bluehill, where they visited
heir uncle, Judge Cbase.
Mr. E. C. Bowler had a new automolile arrive Friday.
Maj. G. A. Hastings, accompanied by
lis son, T. F., aud his wife, have gone to
)regon. The objective point is Rose)erg, where Mr. Hastings' son, Herbert,
tod family reside, but Seattle, the Lewis
ind Clark Exposition, cities of special
nterest and Yellowstone Park will also
>e visited. The Major carries his eightyIve years very lightly and many friends
wish the party a most enjoyable trip.
Friday evening the Epworth League
lield a social at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Alanson Tyler. Miss Helen Bisbee
gave a reading which was most thoroughly appreciated by her friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hastings and
party who have been enjoying a vacation
»t Songo Lake have returned to Boston.
The Ladiee' Club fair of the Congregational Society will ho held in Garland Chapel Thursday afternoon and
evening, Aug. 17.
Mr. Ciiauncey Bryant underwent a
surgical operation Friday at the Central
His many
Maine General Hospital.
friends hope for a speedy recovery.

dam.

Poultry Experiments.

Rev. M. K. Mabry and wife visited
here this week. They were on their
way to their home in Turner, having
been for a few weeks in the western
part of the county.
A new piece of state road work has
been completed between the village and
No. 4 at Alder Brook.
Many have been from here to Mt.
Pleasant for blueberries which are very
plenty there.
The heavy rain of last week made
water enough in the streams to carry out
the long lumber and pulp wood.
Mrs. Day and Mr. Oaks have returned
to Portland.
Rev. Samuel Holden of
Andover,
Formerly pastor of the Congregational
church here, has been visiting friends
bere for a few days. He has now gone
to Massachusetts.

tensive repairs on her buildings.
Mr. Henry Durgin is critically ill

boarding at

Mr. Selden

The governor and council

lay granted a pardon to Mrs. Ellen
Dolley of Windham, convicted of the
murder of her daughter's Illegitimate
shlld in Windham in 18«5.

I

day, August

NOTICE.

We<lneaday, Auk. 31,1905. at 9 a m., the
Superintending School Committee for the town
of Part* will consider bid* for conveying pupils

i

ness,

to Dr.

says: "They

dizziness,
stipation,

King's

sour

New Life Pills.

lie

perfect remedy, for
stomach, headache, con-

are

a

etc." Guaranteed at F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store, South Paris,
West Paris; price 25c.
An Enchanted Lakeland.
The "Highlands of Ontario," considered the most beautiful summer resort district in America, is annually attracting
more attention as the ideal playground
for the tourist and holiday seeker. During the last week in June this season,
the members of the Builders' Exchange
of Cleveland, Ohio, to the number of
two hundred, held their annual outing
in the Muskoka Lakes district, one of
the principal regions of this vast territory, making their headquarters at the
"Royal Muskoka" hotel. The Cloveland Plain Dealer of June !)0tb publishes
an article by their special staff correspondent, in which appears the following: "The Royal Muskoka hotel is one
of the largest and best equipped summer hotels in Canada, opened a week
earlier than usual to entertain the buildbeen
The two days here have
ers.
most thoroughly enjoyed by the members of the party, and the picturesque
and beautiful scenery along the railroad
and lake route, in the centre of the
'Highlands,1 amazed and delightod the
Clevelanders."
Take a free trip—a mental little journey1 through Muskoka, by asking for
that handsome Muekoka publication is-

unnecessary

are

they

as

for themselves.

speak

will

CALL AND SEK THEM.

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
Maine.

Norway,

aPPPPPPBPPPPPPPPPPBBBPBPPPPPPfePePPPPPPPPPPPPP&PPPftftPft

On

F.

In the several districts where transportation 1customary. All IjIiU muet he written, tealed,
and placed In the hands of the Superintendent
of Schools before the hour named above. Right
reserved to reject any or all bids. For lnfotmatlon apply to the undersigned.
ALTON C. WHKKI.KR,
Supt. of Schools for town of Paris.
Aug. 12, 1905.

SHITBTLEFF <t

▲.

F.

CO.

A.

SfirHTLEFJ' ii CO.

THE PICKLING SEASON
IS AT HAND.
To he

sure

need

of gootl results you

spices

that

are

pure

strength. We are headquarters for such spices.and ground.—Also mixed spices, especially prepared

and of full

THAYER'S

PECULIAR DISAPPEARANCE.
J. D. Runyan, of Butlerville, 0., laid
the peculiar disappearance of his painful
symptoms, of indigestion and bilious-

18.

Comments

Whole

pickling.

for

If you have used our spices you know what they are, if not,
a little better than
try them this year and see if your pickles are not
low
as
elsewhere.
are
as
usual. Prices

Si
$j

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

T. Tliayer,

2 Stores,

J Maine.

{^

Summer Store, Paris Hill.
i

F

'BQQQjpg'

A"

MIII liTLEFK *

^'ith larK®- ne* building» ami new
j C(|iii|>moiit throughout, revised coursesit
YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force,^

FILL OUT. CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.
PLEASE SEND

I

has the best facilities id the world for
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
training for business. More than :>0 ap-

GIVING FULL INFORMATION
To

plications a

month are received for lilies

Street, graduates.
Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
at the school will
City or town, upon request. A call
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER is.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewieton, Me.

Mark Down

c
These

WALNUT

are

For August.

broken lots and sizes but

prices

are

great bargains.

MEN'S SUITS, regu'ar price $11,10, Θ, 8 50,

now

$β 98
$5.75
$3.75

ICE

MEN'S 8UITS, regular price $8, 7 50,

CREAM

1 LOT BOY8' SUITS, regular p*ice 50c.. now 36c.
MEN'S PANTS, regular price $3 2 75, 2.50,
now $1 98

MEN'S SUITS, regular price $5,
1 LOT BOYS' SUITS, regular price $1,

MEN'S PANTS, regular price $2.
1 Lot Men's White Canvas Oxfords,

regular price $1 25,

Wilh

lots

1 Lot White Canvas

of

price $1,

Walnuts at

now
now

now

59c.

now $1 49
Rubber Sole,
now

98c.

Leather Sole, regular
now 79c.

Oxfords,

1 Lot White Canvas Bale, Rubber Bottoms, Sizes
now 98c.
θ 1-2 and 10. regular price $1.25,

J.
BROOKS—The

co*

MMNHMM H Mfl

at these

F. PLUMMER, ΪΆ.
31 Market

Pharmacist.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106*3.

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

Bankrupt's Petition

in the matter of

for

Discharge.
1

JOSEPH DUFRESNE,
J In llankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
If
Hum.
Clakknck
Γο the
ai.k, Judge of tbe Dis-

trict Court of the United .States for the District
of Maine:
in the
DUFRESNE, of
Connty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
>ald District, respectfully represents that on
he 6th day of August, last past, he was duly
idjudged bankrupt unner the Acts of Congress renting to Bankruptcy; that be has duly surren·
lered all his property and rights of property,
mil ha* folly complleif with all the requirements
>f said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
ils bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
>y the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebts provable against his estate under said
lankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex·
1 »pted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 1st day of August, Α. I). 1903.

JOSEPH

Norway,

and I thought
tried a great
the care
under
was
and
JOSEPH DUFRESNE, Bankrupt.
many remedies
I
of physicians for several months.
OBDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
used one bottle of Foley's Honey and District of M'aink, as.
Tar. It cured me and I have not been
On this 5th day of Aug., A. D. 1900, on readtroubled since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. | ng tbe foregoing petition, it Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be bad
Dr. ipon the same on the 25th day of Aug., A. D.
Glasses on weekly payments.
!X)5, before said Court at Portland, In aald DisRead my ad.
rict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noIce thereof be published In the Oxford Demoa newspaper printed In said District, and
:rat,
Here U Relief for Women.
hat all known creditors, and other persons in
If you have pains In the back, Urinary, Maild te rest, may appear at the said time and place,
ler or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasind show cause, If any they have, why tbe
int herb remedy for woman's Ills, try Moth-r
>rayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
Aud It Is further ordered by the Court, That
3ray's AaatralUn-Leaf. It la a safe monthly
regulator. At DruKglata or by mall H> cento. be Clerk shall send by mall to all known credSample package FREE. Address, The Mother tors copies of said petition and this order, ad·
J ray Co., LeRoy, S. Y.
Iressed to^bem at their places of residence as
tated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
Nothing More Dangerous
said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
he
Hani·
The Foot-Eaae
rhan Cutting Corns.
η said District, on the 5th day of Aug., A. D.
lary Corn Pod cure by absorption. Something 905.
do
and
oils
sntlrely new. The Sanitary
vapors
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. ·.]
the work- Sold by all Drugglata, S8e. or by mall.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Sample mailed TAKE. Adaxeaa, Allen 8. olm■. HEWIT, Clerk.
Afteat:
JAMES
tted, Le Boy, Ν. T.

Parmenfir.

Wednes·

We have just secured this lot of lace
that we shall place on our counters Fri-

Meat Market.

backing cough for a year
I
I had consumption.

at

at 5 cents per Yard.

iestroyed.

is the saving from death, of the baby girl
of Geo. A. Eyler, Cumberland, Md. lie
writes: "At the age of 11 months, our
little girl was in declining health, with
serious throat trouble, ami two physicians gave her up. We were almost in
Fresh meats of all kinds coustantly on
despair, when we resolved to try Dr. hand.
King's New Discovery for Consumption,
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Coughs and Colds. The first bottle gave
was
she
Fresh fish arrives every Monday afterbottles
four
after
taking
relief;
cured, and is now in perfect health." noon and Thursday morning.
Never fails to relieve and cure a cough
Arn shipping live stock every week,
At F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s,
or cold.
and paying full market price.
drug store, Sonth Paris. West Par's.
50c and $1.00 guaranteed. Trial bottle
free.
MARKET SQUARE, SOUTH PARIS.
The depot at East Livermore was
broken into the night of the 5th and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
several dollars secured by the robbers,
WHEREAS, Fred M.Mosher, of Waterford,
who gained an entrance by prying up the
hid
mortgage 'Iced, dated the 31 «lay of Aug..
by
ticket office window. The police havo 1901, ami recorded In the Oxford registry of
deeds, book 205, i>sge 4Λ1 &c.. eonveyed t->
no clue.
Osgood Drew of Albauy, a certain parrel of real
estate situated In North Waterford Village,
PUBLIC IS A HO USED.
hounded an·! described as follows, to wit : (.'am·
menclng at a point on the easterly el le of Main
a
to
is
aroused
The public
knowledge Street
running through snM Village and at tte
of the curative merits of that great southwesterly corner of Howard Russell's Flske
medical tonic, Electric Bitters, for sick lot. ho called ; thence easterly on line of said
to the easterly corner thereof; thence
stomach, liver and kidneys. Mary II. Flske lot northerly
to land of John F. Lewis;
angling
Walters, of 540 St. Clair Ave., Columbus, thence norihoa-tterly on Une of sa'd Lewis' land
O., writes: "For several months, I was to land of hmlly J. Page; thence on eald onl'aire'*
line
due to corn shop lot, so-called; thence
given up to die. I had fever and ague, of
eald corn shop lot to the southeast corner
my nerves were wrecked; I could not thereof; thenee northeasterly on line of corn
thence down said
sleep, and my stomach was so weak, shop lot to Crooked river;
A. Rice ;
from useless doctors' drugs, that I could river about ten rods to land of Mary
thence on line of said Rice to her westerly cornot eat. Soon after beginning to take ner; thence southeasterly on ι-ald Klce line to
Electric Bitters, I obtained relief, and in land formerly owned by Joshua Saunders;
on said Saunders
a short time I was entirely cured." thence In a southerly direction
thence westUne to land of Charles <J.
Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s, erly on line of said KnightKnight;
to the easterly cor
owned by
Drug Store, South Paris, West Paris; tier of the Geo W. Rand place now said
Cooll»r. CooIHge; thenee northerly to
price 50c.
on said
north
thence
westerly
corner;
ldge's
line to the main street running through
Coolldge
emNapoleon Roderick, aged 17, an
said Village; thence northerly or. *ald street to
following Odd
ploye of the Lockwood Company at the Odd Fellows' lot;to thence
their easterly corner;
Fellows' lot easterly
while
was
drowned
Sunday
Waterville,
of said
corner
north
thence northerly to the
bathing in the Messalonskee. The body Odd Fellows'
lot; thence we-terly to the main
to the
has been recovered.
on
street
thence
said
northerly
ttreet;
Blacksmith's shop lot; theuce easterly, northerB'acksmlth's
of
said
and
on
line
shop
ly
westerly
FIENDISH SUFFERING
lot to the aforesaid κ tree t; thence northerly ou
the
or
to
less
said
street
twelve
feet
more
place
is often caused by sores, ulcers and canWin. ofΛbeginning.
cere, that eat away your skiti.
Iso one other lot or parcel of land In said
Bedell, of Flat Rock, Mich., says: "I Watcrford and being that portion of the westhave used Bucklen's Arnica Salve, for erly half uf lot number live In the fourteenth
range In said town of Waterford which lies on
Ulcers, Sores and Cancers. It is the the
nottherly si le of the load leading from
best healing dressing I ever found." Notth Waterford to Lovell, estimated to con
Soothes aud heals cuts, burns and scalds. tain eighty acres mort; or le·**; and whereas
said Osgood Drew by Ids deed of assignment,
25c. at F. A. Shurtlelf & Co's., drug «'ate I Feb.
13.1!*U, and recorded In said registry,
store, South Paris, Wcet Paris; guaran- book '231, page 131, sold and assigned said mort11
the undersigned, James Brown, and
me.
gage
teed.
whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been
broken.
While riding on the rear of a wagon
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
Tuesday, Francis Barnes, a four year old condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
son of W. N. Barnes of Bangor, fell off mortgage.
Dated ut Paris, Me tills twelfth day of Aug.,
and rolled under the wheels of a car of 1U05.
JAMES BROWN.
the Bangor Street Railroad and was
his Attorney.
By James S. Wright, for
4
Mortgagee.
Wright
Wheeler, Attorneys
instantly killed.

CONSUMPTION THREATENED.
C. Unger, 211 Maple St., Champaign,
111., writes: "I was troubled with a

Boynton's.

on

A TOUCHING STORY

tem. It contains a large map, nineteen
views and a fund of information. Apply
for copy to ./. Quinlan, District Passenger Agent, Bonaventure Station, Montreal.

liis home on Spring Street. He has been
in invalid for many years.
Mrs. Drusilla Chapman is very sick;
ihe is

paper.

sued by the Grand Trunk Railway sys-

Brownfield.
Miss Hattie Johnson is visiting her
Itrotber and family in this village.
Mies Grace Weeks is making quite ex-

1800 Yards of Lace

clean and sweet that food canaot ferment, and any disease germs
which may enter the stomach will be
Just one small tablet out of a 50 cent
box of Mi-o-na before eating, and you
will have no headaches, back-ache, poor
ippelite, distress after eating, heartburn, furred tongue, sleeplessness, or
general debility. It will tone up the
digestive system and give pcrfcct health
and strength.
Take Mi-o-na now, and F. A. Shurtleff & Co. will guarantee to refund the
is
money if it does uot cure. The risk
all theirs.

Rings,

LACES I

CAUSE SICKNESS UNI.E9S STOMACH

18

liealtby,

The Maine Experiment Station has for
some years been engaged in breeding
liens for egg production. By means of
the trap nests a systematic attempt is
being made to establish a productive
strain by breeding only from birds of
khown records. All the breeding females now carried are tested hens that
have laid from ICO to 251 eggs in a year;
and 150 pullets and bens whose mothers
produced 200 or over, eggs per year. All
males used in breeding these two classes
since 1001 had mothers that had laid 200
or more eggs in a year.
Bulletin 117, which is just being issued, contains an account of these experiments with a description of the
houses now in use, and the methods employed in feeding hens and chickens.
Bulletin 117 will be sent free to all
residents of Maine who apply to the
Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono,
In writing, please mention this
Mo.

Oxford.

Charlestown, Mass.

1 VII.I.

STRENGTHENED WITH MI-O KA.
One tablet of Mi-o-na taken before
A condition approaching war existed , lach meal during the summer months,
'or a while at Chamberlain Lake, bo- whenever the stomach is out of order, or
ween men representing lumber interests | he
digestion weak, will do more than
men of the
the dis1 >n the St. John River and
my other treatment to prevont
Marsh A Aver Co., whose interests are , eases caused by germs at this season.
dentical with the East Branch ImproveIf the stomach is weak so that food
The former, claiming that , loes not readily digest in it, the food
ment Co.
the waters of the lake were wrongfully
will become a sour, slimy, fermenting
iiverted from the St. John, blew up a , nass in the digestive organs, the ideal
portion of the dam with dynamite. Re- :ondition for germs to cause bowel
paire were made, and the dam is guard- rouble, diarrhœa, or other summer
ad by armed men. The East Branch Co. Unoss.
constructed the dam under a charter
Mi-o-na will soothe and heal the irrigranted by the legislature, but the St. ated mucous membrane of the stomach
John men assert that the legislature had tnd digestive tract, stimulate the solar
ao right to divert the water from the St.
ilexus, and strengthen the whole nervJohn to the Penobscot, as was done to a >us system. This remarkable remedy
certain extent by the building of the will make the whole digestive system so

Mrs. Mattie Holden and Miss Ilattie
Andrews gave a lawn party Wednesday
afternoon to their Sabbath school class;
sixteen were present. They were entertained with games, music, etc. The
awning was prettily decorated with
ferns and (lowers. Ice cream, cake and
other refreshments were served. It was
a very pleasant occasion and much enjoyed by the children. Miss Andrews is
soon to leave for Gardiner, where she
will remain for some time with her
brother, Mr. 0. G. Andrews.
Mrs. Ellis of Portland is
visiting
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter and son of
Everett, Mass., are stopping at A. T.
Stone's.
The T. A. Roberts W. R. C. held a
memorial service Saturday for Commander-in-Chief Blarkmar.
Mr. George Walker, wife, and son,
Rollie, of Portland, are visiting here.
The president of -the Lloyd German
Steamship Co. is stopping at the Oxford
Spring House.
B»rn, August 8th, to the wife of Dr.
Η. K. Farris, a daughter.
The Robinson Family gave a concert
Wednesday evening at Robinson Hall,
followed by a dance.
T. A. Roberts Poet and W. R. C. will
have a picnic Tuesday at Caldwell's
Grove.
llarrj Kay, son of James Kay, while
hunting at Andover shot himself accidentally in the leg. The ball entered
below the knee and
lodged in the
ankle. He was taken to the hospital at
Lewiston.

Mary Thompson.
Mrs. L. 0. Brackett, who has been
Newry.
relatives in this place, has reFarmers in this locality have very gen- visiting
turned to her home in Auburn.
has
been
ilnlehed
This
erally
haying.
Mrs. Lydia Willey and daughter Edith
an exceptionally good season, but little
of Cambridge, Mass., are visiting relathe
or
weather
to
injure
rainy
cloudy
tives in this place.
hay. Some have got in their entire crop
without a drop of rain, although those
Lovell.
who had hay out during the heavy rain
Blanche Heald, who has been here
of two weeks ago were some of them
her vacation, has returned to
heavy losers. Hervey Hastings of Newry during

from

Co.

FRUIT JAR PRICES.

Miss Jessie C. Tolmau and Mr. Burnell
were the guests of Rev. A. W. Pottle and
wife last Sabbath.
Work on the interior of the Methodist
church will be completed next week.
The reopening of the church for services
will be the first Sabbath in September.
The presence of tho Hon. John D.
Long on the streets of Buckfield is now
a familiar sight, and all are delighted to
Hebron.
greet again their distinguished former
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Glover are in the
He with his family came
townsman.
from their Massachusetts home in his place.
Dr. Marshall of Portland called on
auto a week ago.
relatives here Saturday, and this week
The Hon. Joseph A. Warren and famTuesday the Glovers and Marshalls with
ily of Westbrook have been spending a relatives spent the day on Streaked
week with Mrs. Warren's father, Uev. A. Mountain
taking a picnic dinner. 23
W. Pottle, and wife.
formed the party.
Mr. Horace Knight of Jamaica Plain,
Mexico.
Mass., has been visiting hie cousin, Mr.
Mrs. Willie Gleason has had a piazza Albion Cushman.
Friday, Miss Daisy Cushman and Miss
put on the road end of the ell of her
bouse, and a portico over the entrance Lou Wallon were the guests of Mr.
to the main part, projecting from the Knight at Poland Spring.
Mrs. S. C. Howe is in Connecticut
These jobs make much
front door.
change in the architectural beauty of visiting Mrs. Dr. Brooke.
Miss Stratton of Auburn is the guest
her home.
Several teams are hauling gravel and of Miss Hazel Donham.
cobbles through our village from the
Wednesday evening Professor and
the young
Fred A. Porter farm to the Oxford mill Mrs. Sargent entertained
to be used in the foundation for the ex- people of the village.
tension now being made to that mill.
Capt. and Mrs. Scribner have been
Stillman Wyman and wife from Leeds with Mr. and Mrs. Sargent for their
have been here visiting relatives. Very usual visit. The Misses Scribner will
many people from away are here visiting remain a while longer.
A. J. Turner has got home from a few
—who they are or where they come from
weeks' stay at Norway.
1 cannot canvass the town to learn.
Herbert Bowman had the misfortune
Hay Corkum, a young man who had
been here only two or three weeks, died to cut his foot badly by stepping on a
the Oth inst.
It is reported that his scythe. It will be likely to keep him in
the house for some time.
death was caused by typhoid fever.
Mr. and Mrs. Loon Whitney of Boston
Miss Pearl Richards returns to Minare at H. L. Whitney's.
neapolis next week.
II. T. Richards keeps a span of horses
East Brownfield.
iu a stable near his ice houses at the
head of Rumford Falls. One of them
Rev. A. J. Cameron has accepted a
Officers were call from the Congregational church of
was stolen Sunday night.
at once notified, and officer Merrill, who Winelow and finishes his labors here
went up the Androscoggin, found the August 27.
horse hitched to a fence near Rumford
Mise Adela Bowne, who has been visithas not been ing Miss Isabel Stickney, has returned
Point.
The culprit
located.
home.
Prof, and Mrs. Morse of Kent's Hill
Aug. 23, by invitation from Adelbert
8th
was
of
who
a
member
Co.
C,
are at Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney's.
Kidder,
Oth
and
his
F,
Maine,
William Rowe and Sidney Rowe and
Company
Company
Maine, hold a reunion here. The audi- son attended the reunion of the 1-10-29
torium and vestry of the Congregational Maine Regiment at Long Island last
church will be used—the vestry for din- Thursday.
Messrs. Chas. II. Prince of Buckner.
Gertrude Stevens Leavitt of
Mrs.
tield, J. P. Swasey of Canton and Geo. D. Portland is occupying the cottage which
Hiebee of Rumford Falls are to be pres- she recently purchased.
ent and a good all round time is anticiSumner.
pated.
Scott Richards from Boston, a former
Ε. E. Roberts is on the sick list.
resident of Roxbury, was here with
Myrtle Bowker is visiting relatives at
Frank Richmond last week—not the South Paris.
has
that
returned.
bad
C. F. Silver of Turner was at H. A.
only
penny
Mrs. C. W. Proctor and Mildreth, her Sturtevant'e Saturday night and Sunday.
A. C. Doten of Turner is helping W.
daughter, have returned from Chelsea,
Mass. ]|lneR8 of Mrs. Proctor caused E. Bowker a few days haying.
them to make their visit shorter than
Miss Sadie Bowker of Biddeford, who
has been visiting relatives in this place,
they intended it to be.
Luther Hutchinson and wife, post- has returned home.
master at Berry's Mills, spent the SabMr. Charles Green and family of Cambath here as guests of E. Goodwin.
bridge, Mass., are visiting hie aunt, Mrs.

Corner lost ten tons, washed into the
river, and the injury to the standing
grass was great, making a total loss of
$300, estimated.
Mrs. Melville Allen of Stonoham, who
with her husband and two little boys
came to visit at J. S. Allen's, was very
sick during her stay of two weeks, and
money.
has just got able to be taken to her home.
Lettuce dish.
Raspberries have been quite abundant,
but are now nearly gone, and people are
North Albany.
Venie Brown returned from visiting gathering the luscious blueberries from
mountains and pastures.
his brother in Norway Saturday.
Mrs. Isaac Kilgore, who has been very
Miss Carrie Penley has gone to houseis
keeping at Bethel and her many friends sick, recovering.
wish her success in her new home.
Hiram.
Mr. Otis Hayford of Hanover is visiting in town.
Mr. Andrew W. demons of Denver,
from
this
A number of parties
place Col., who has been visiting his mother,
go berrying on Grover Mountain and Mrs. Elizabeth A. demons, some weeks,
find them very large and thick.
has returned home. His sister, Mr·.
That item should have read, Mr. Eli Nellie Bigley, of Colorado, remains here,
Grover, instead of Mrs. Grover, as he her mother being confined to her bed by
acted as escort to the Misses Hazelton. rheumatism, at the home of her sister,
Mies Frances Brown is visiting her M re. Eugene Wads worth.
Mr. Madison Tripp recently killed a
uncle, Allison Brown.
valuable horse diseaeed with glanders,
East Bethel.
by advice of Dr. Silas A. McDaniel, V. S.,
J. M. and Z. W. Bartlett visited Ber- of Porter.
Rev. Madison K. Mabry and wife of
lin, Ν. II., last Sunday.
Mrs. Etta Bean is having painting and Turner have been visiting in Hiram. Mr.
Mabry is a native of Hiram, and having
papering done by Mr. C. Littlefield.
jf r. Or man Far well has gone to Green- taught 112 terms of school he always
Qnds a cordial welcome in many homes.
rille for a few weeks' vacation.
In the heavy rains of July 80-31 a
Mr. Fred H. Cole from Washington,
who
are
D. C., is visiting his family
bridge a mile above Hiram village was
and rendered dangerous.
undermined
here.
the
summer
ipending
Mrs. Lena Rom and two children from
LleweUyn A. Wadsworth Is recovering

Dayton Bolster &

Ν.

Mrs. Henry Mitchell of Cambridge,
at
raine, committed suicide by banging
She was 46 years
er home Tuesday.
of a
Herbert, the 10-year-old sod of A. A. c Id, and despondency, the result
Tues- \ ngering illness, is given as the cause of
* idama of Foxcroft, was drowned
c ay in Oarland Pond, by the capsizing t er act.
The body was recovered.
« f a boat.
C
13.
iug.
UMMÉR DIARRHŒA IN CHILMrs. Capola May Hoyt has been bound
Rev. Arthur Varley, a former pastor
DREN.
▼er on the charge of employing a man
I the Congregationalist ohurch, waa
sum·
During the hot weather of the
ailing upon friends this week. He re- ο set fire to the Blaisdell House, her
unnatural looseness
amed to Yarmouth, Mass., Wednesiotel in New Portland, to get the in- r 1er months the first
have imme·
This was done on the testi- c f a child's bowels should
urance.
$1.00 per dozen..
PINTS
65 cts dozen. PINTS
so as to check the disease
and Mrs. Hanscoro have been
oony of Otis H. Reed that he was so d iate attention,
All that is
serious.
becomes
it
efore
t
the
with
friends
past' mployed.
$1.10 per duzen.
oying a vacation
70 cts. d^zen. QUARTS
QUARTS
ecessary is a few doses of Chamberlain's
reek.
A record was broken on the race track Ï
Diarrhoea
Remedy
and
Cholera
of
East
Sumner,
H.
HALF-GALLON.
Eastman,
Jolie,
dozen.
W.
Esq.,
HALF-GALLON. .90 ct«.
.$t-3o per dozen.
,t Lewiston Wednesday, when George
allowed by a dose of castor oil to
ras in Bethel on business Thursday and
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The Boston Bankers' Club from Bridgton, which had been advertised to meet
Oxford Saturday, sent word Friday thai
they would be unable to play. À team
was immediately organized, composed ol
five Norway and four Paris players, tc
take their place, and the game proved to
be the first extra inning contest to
be played on these grounds thie season.
The game was loosely played but very
interesting, several nice plays being
made. Both teams batted hard, but in
this respect Radcliffe had a big lead ovei
Oxford, making 13 hits with a total of 19
bases. Oxford made θ hits with a total
of 11. Whitman and Stone were the op-
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Welt,
We have a line of Men's Working Shoes,
While the boys do not expect to win
That troublesome and troubled pole mouths of those who take a daily dip in
tho early train for
living, and the invigorating, Saturday morningofon
Yarmouth Junction.
Plain Toe, Lace Plain Toe, and
belonging to the Citizens Telephone Co. the Atlantic during their sojourn at the first prize they do not expect to finish .outdoor
results ; Augusta by way
three
in
rejuvenating
strengthening,
at the junction of Market Square and beach.
While only three pairs have been in last place and will do their best to which come with it.
There are never They will go into camp for a week from
Toe.
Creedmoor
Maple Street, has finally found a resting reported, it is probable that many more make the old Pine Tree State feel proud any dull days with such an outing; tbero Aug. 12-10, returning on Saturday, Aug.
of their work.
John W. Nash, with Lieuts.
place. Siuce its uuannounced early pairs have been lost this season.
Capt.
is
no such thing as monotony, for no two 10th.
was in command <rf
morning advent created so much of a sendays are passed alike; each bas its owu Ilayden and Wilson,
sat ion a few weeks since, it has stood in
IIAY WHILE THE SUN
its own delights aud tho company. The boys appeared first
bottle warranted, but not one "MAKE
and
Every
mishaps,
haps
unused.
uniforms.
solitary grandeur unwired and
SHINES."
returned, is the report regarding Dr.
adventures; even the scenery, although class in their new
worth it. Ask to see them.
On W«Alnesday a council of war was held Seth Arnold's Balsam (the best Sumand they are
water and
Wellington II. Eastman, candidate for
a lesson in the work of the it is always woods and water,
is
There
officials,
!
of Sumner, was in
by town officers, telephone
Commissioner,
uew—
ever
and
County
mer Remedy) from a large number of
is
ever
tho
woods,
changing
of
thrifty farmer. He knows that
friends.
protestante and citizens, in the course
Druggists in the South. This Balsam is bright sunshine may last but a day and j a panoramic treat which certainly knows town this week calling on his
which the discussion took on a some- warranted to
The farmers and raisers of sweet corn
F. A. Shurtleff &
in
all the world.
by
no
you
FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
for the showers which are
superior
he
A*
hue.
lurid
prepares
a
never
what rosy though
weather of
Co.
In the latest edition of the annual are pleased with the warm
So it should be !
so liable to follow.
IN OPERATION.
the outcome the pole was moved around
corn
"ideal
this week; they call it
household.
with every
Dysentery, guidebook, "In the Maine Woods," pub- weather."
the curve of the curbing about a foot and
&
Aroostook
the
a
from
lished
for
atR${1Bangor
morbus
cholera
$17.25
by
trip
and
five-day
may
it
Only
diarrhoea
a half to the northeast, so as to bring
A stated convocation of Oxford Royal
South Paris to Boston, Albany, X. Y.; tack some member of the home without | road, is printed a great deal of informainto the limits of Maple Street, aud all
value to prospective I Arch Cbaptor, No. 20, was held WednesF. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
of
a day in
tion
Hudson
the
Cholera
down
boat;
special
by
day
Chamberlain's
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Colic,
parties declared themsèlvesas well satis- New York City; back to Boston and warning.
Aug. 0th, with work in the
and Diarrbœa Remedy, which is the campers in northern Maine. The book : day evening,
tied as they could be expected to be.
after
served
was
A
Arch.
192
banquet
Telephone 11B-8.
Royal
including staterooms, lodging and ! best known medicine for these diseases, is well worth owning; it contains
South Pari·, Maine.
The wiring was done the next day, home,
Date Oct. 10th. should always be kept at band, as im- pages, over one hundred half-tone il- tho work.
of the meals.
part
in
commisthen
was
and the pole
i
Albert J. Stearns, Esq., is doing an exnecessary, and lustrations and two full-page colored
wire: Watch for bills. Fall particulars of F. I mediate treatment is
the
Bears the
sion.
This removed all
tensive grading job about his residence
For Infants and Children.
L. Perkins, Mechanic Falls, Maine.
I delay may prove fatal. For sale by F. inserts. A copy can be had for the askthe
to
lighl
Fer Infants and Chidrtu
the
from
when
pole belonging
The
Orchard
Street.
on
P.
grouuds
G.
to
C.
C.
Α.,
I
Brown,
A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones ing by writing
feel
company which stood some fifteen
.<*
1
cents in the work is completed will be among
*
Smiley Shoe Store have extra help Drug Store, Oxford ; Noyes Drug Store, Bangor, Me., and enclosing ten
in front of the store of J. P. Richardson
the most attractive of any In the village.
stamps to pay postage.
Norway.
has been taken up.
{Saturdays; no long wait there.
and that
so

soon

after

af-
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prettiest

early
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NORWAY, MAINE.

WE CLOSE FRIDAYS AT NOON.
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paying
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Scientific American.

FEVER.

TREAT

ftllNN 5 Co.3"»-·'-'· New York

—

|

on^Monday

»

E. A. STROUT FARM

AGENCY,

_

Η. Β F0S1EB.
Norway,

J

O1REFRIûERAT0R

j

BLUE

STORE8.

Giving Away Clothing:?
doing
profit.
glad give

Nobody

One Second-Hand

profit

3-BURNER GASOLINE STOVE.

Odd Trousers.

Suits.

j

$4
$3.75,3.25
$2.50,

$14,

j
J

$2.50,

Outing Suits and Outing Trousers
$7·5θ»

During

j

day.

early

variety

kirge

At Cost !

J. P, Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

ALL STYLES

Annual Mark Down Sale!
Begins Saturday, July
August
regardless

Everything

OF

GLASSES

Easy Weekly Payments

On

Sove

DR.

DeWITT

PARMENTER, Eye Specialist.

1

L.

Telephone

Norway,

Threshing

!

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

You

j

can

International Gasoline Engines

j

j

A. W. WALKER & SON,

J

I CASTORIA
!

pole

(

Tk· Kind You Han Alwtis Beught

ΛΛ.

L.UJVT,
136 Main

18-4

St., Norway.

MEN'S GOODYEAR WELT
SHOES $2.25.
styles. Congress
Cap

Goodyear

THE PRICE IS $2.25
surely

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

CASTORIA

BLOCK,

Tb ttri Yon Hiii Always Bought

NORWAY, MAINE.

REACH THE SPOT.

A LOW PRICE
—

to

out

To

Carpets

Wool
close

ON

—

odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
I). W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish!
1 will furnish DOORS anl WINDOWS
SUe or Style al reasonable prtcee.

of any

Also Window & Door Frames.
IneMe or
If in want of any kind of Finish for
1'tnc Lum
OuUUte work, sen·! In your orders.
Cash.
for
hand
Cheap
ber anil Shingles on

and Job Work.

Planing, Sawing

Hart Woo«l Kioor Boards for sale.

Matched

W.

K.
Meat

( HWDLCK,
Maine.

Mini nef

Plumbing and Heating.
attended

Jobbing promptly

for

charge

No

Telephone connection.

to.

team.

Li. M. Longloy,

Maine.

Norway,

for Sale.

hay Tedder
Osborne tedder,

last year and

new

very little used.
J. A. NOYES, South Paris.

Indigestion Causes
Catarrh of the
Stomach.

care an

Kodol Dyspepsia Cura

relieves all inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the stomach, protects the
sour risings,
nerves, and cures bad breath,
a sense of fullness after eating, indigestion,
and all stomach troubles.

dyspepsia

the trial «lie. which sella for SO cents.

IU.
Prepared by L 0. De WITT A CO., Chicago,
Sold

by f. A. Shurtleff A Co.

[astern Steamship Company.
Division.

Portland

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
F*re $1.20.
steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India

Superb

new

Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

7 P.

aching back.

Of Ilcbrou

Academy will open

Tuesday, Sept. 12, '05.

the approved list of the
College Certificate Board.
catalogue to

for

SARGENT,

h

aur· to

glv.

Satisfaction

Ely's Cream Balm

G Wet Relief »t once.
II cleaneee, soothed
ami heals the disease»!
It cure»
membrane.
an. I
catarrh
drive·
way a coM In the

"»

HEAD

Restores the Senses of
nrotect» the Membrane.
Taste and smell. Ku 11 Size, 50 cents, at I'rugilt-ts or l>v mall. Trial elze 10 cents, by mall.
ELY BRÙT11KRS. Ni Warren Street, New York.

at

Mouldings »$,

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
will be at Elm

of each

hours,

Eyes

following

month.

:3ο a. m. to 4
Examined free.

10

Office

p. M.

Worms?

DKS.

(il

rhildrvn

are

iroublttl with worm·,

Dr.
True's Elixir
ill expel wurniiif thryexist, anil
ralu-

•

rrorea

able u>nu-If llu-re are no woruw. SoaUruauu.
ph. j. r. rut r. jhu. α·»·γ«. m».

SPECIALISTS
of

Diseases.
34 Temple

au

andlrealeUfirtuiurthmttel*.-. AhwiloMof ■

F. A. & J. A. Greene
in the Treatment and Cure
Nervous and Chronic

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St..

I

■
■

Wanted.

BON TO*. M A**.

Luiix established and successful practice. Prove· I professional «kill and ablllty. Kxiiert and honest treatment. Illgh
Reasonable .hi·'.
standard of medicines
fair I'lismn. Advice at office or by mall
absolutely free.
All patient» who call or write receive
fientonal attention. l»r. Greene Is the
well known Medical Lecturer an·! proprietor of the great family me<llclne, Or.
Greene'» Nervura Blood an·! Nerve Rem

fcpruoe,

and

Fir,

Poplar

any «talion.

good

WHOLE.

age.
1. Behead a quirk movement and
leave to desire. 2. Behead keen aud
leave a musical instrument. 3. Behead
α bottle for liolding oil aud leave an
artifice. 4. Behead a month aud leave
a curve. 5. Behead a slow moving animal and leave a measure of length, β.
Behead a law and leave lu a little
while. 7. Beheail auew and leave profit. S. ltehoad moving aud leave to agitate.
1). Behead to empty by ladlUR
aud leave a grated box for <·οηtilling
10. Behead a country galchickens.
lant aud leave a wagon.

Hemlock
delivered at

one

bushel,

Gentle Sntlre.

Three Englishmen and one Frenchman attempted to cross the channel In
but only the
balloons last week,
Frenchman succeeded. We congratu-

Frenchman

the

late

on

his

British

pluck and perseverance.—Punch.

No.

spair.

be

Key to the Pussier.

IfL—Arlthmograph: Never de-

No. 182.—Charade: ln-grate.
Sense and Nonsense: 1.
No. 183.
What Is a lake? 2. What Is a swordfish?
No. 184.—A Flight of Steps.
—

woo
W Ο O D > Ν
DENTAL
TALMUD
M U D Β Β V
Β Β Κ

No. 185.—A Famous Structure: London bridge.
No. 186.—Jumbled Verse:
The selfsame sport that crowns the day
Of many u Syrian shepherd"» son
Beguiles the little lads at play
By night In stately Babylon.
No. 187.— A Musical Instrument:

llarp-si-chord.
No. 188. -Missing Rhyme: Bruce,

ruse, use.

Ε. Η. PIKE,

lOO.—Burled Tree·.

4. I want you to draw a map, Leonard.
5. His eye was much Inflamed.

M

PEELED PULPW00D.

Place,

a

Where Is happiness always to
found? In the dictionary.

L. M. TUFS,

Tuesday

My first bolds money.
My second prevents robbing.
Kindly, happy thoughts are

A Sure TkliiK.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

House, Norway,

1st, and 1st

107.—-Charade.

ning.
3. How many pecks In
Mary?

Mats, Mirrors

Tenney,

No.

The name of some tree Is hidden In
each of these Ave sentences.
1. Beware of that bee. Charley.
2. He hurt his leg as he was run-

and Pictures,
&

a crown

a

So.

Picture Frames

Franklin

of splendor bright;
grand display, a show;
6. a color, as you know;
7. gives the weary rest;
8. the child will find a nest;
9. a puzzle have you guessed?
My primais are a bonny bird;
I'm sure his name you've often heard.
4.
5.

the upper left hand letter and ending
with the lower right hand letter) will
spell the surname of a famous person-

Ε H Ε D Y

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice I'resideut
Manager, Boston, Mass.

Tuesday, Aug.

To

No. IDS.—Beheading· and ZIrxib.
When the following words have been
rightly beheaded and written one below another the zigzag (beginning at

THIS

and (ieaeral

Dr. Austin

Send

PRINCIPAL.

AU cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

Agent,

E.

W.

at S ι*, κ., and from Boston at 7 p. m.

LISCOMB,

placed on
New England

The school has been

rates.

Commencing June 11th, from Portland

F.

HAVE

BUILDING FOR

MOST

PERFECT

PORLIC C8E IN

THE

WORLD.

Λθ1π»*Ι Story
Little

Por

ΡοΙΚ*

Clean

A True Patriot

Academy

Hebron

vi.

J.

TO

Α»

Kint

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TKIPS.

Wharf, Portland, Me.

Count·, Oxford Dtmoni. Pail·. Mil"·

AMERICA

Capital.

White Shees of Stains.
(Baltimore American.)
Keeping white ehoee clean ia one of
No. ΙΟΙ.—iBaertlona.
Every patriotic American citizen will
Toby was the baby of the family,
the difficult tasks this asason of thoae
that no obstacle will intrude in the 1
Insert a letter between a house of who are
though they made a clow ο of him,
to do thoae little thinga hope
ind,
obliged
extension of the east front
cause.
entertainment for travelers and a coin for themselves. In an immaculate atate path of an
was no fool.
je
accord
of the capltol at Washington in
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
and have harmless.
More than that, Toby was a great
nothing prettier can be worn on the with the plans which have been reported
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the kid·
Insert a letter between mother and feet, but spots spoil them, marring the
a joint commission of the | patriot.
by
favorably
costume.
neys.
snare and have an edge.
general effect of a whole
His trainer had dressed him up in
Senate and House. For several generaThe shops now carry several different tions this has been a
Charles Bierbach, stone contractor,
project dear to the :he stars and stripes, and Toby was
ia
which
of
living at 2ti25 Chestnut St, Erie, Fa* No. 102.—Mother Goose Portrait Po·- cleaning preparationa, any
heart of almost every Congress, and alof that.
two
good if put on by reliable Arms. These ways dear to the heart of every lover of rery proud
mle.
"For
says :
"Greatest day· of my life when I got
as
a
and powdera
rule, though,
liquida
look
cou!d
who
and
had
I
in
kidney
art
architecture,
years
Into tliem Jeans," he used to say.
are good only for removing alight dirt,
at the grand building on the hill without
trouble, and there
'Mean to stand up for the flag, nud
and for that reaaon it ia the part of
so imthat
of
a
regret
profound
feeling
was
such a severe
wisdom to use one of these powdera or
in inybody who steps on that suit of
be
should
a
conspicuous
pile
through my
pain
fluids each time that the shoes are taken posing
to step on me," all of
one great defect, that the magnificent mine will have
loins and limbs that
off. This will keep them in such good dome should
from the eastern fvhlch was literally true.
seem,
condition that bard cleaning will be unI could not stoop
of view, to be toppling over for
One day the clown came into the
necessary.
or
up
straighten
;k of a proper and harmonious pedestal. ring dressed ns a Spaniard, with a
A packet of French chalk and pipe
the
without great pain,
capitol runny Spanish bat on one side of his
Regardless of the defects,
table of
clay'should be near the dressing
is a splendor of peacemeal construction.
had difficulty in getfor it will aid with hor shoes.
every
whole little head.
girl,
the
in
architectural
other
No
pile
ting about and was
If canvas or suede has slight spots, chalk
"Ought to be ashamed of himself,"
has
such
in
vicissitudes,
erected
world,
unable to rest at
rubbed in well with a cloth will cover been
Toby, "to wear such a rig as
argued
such
to
retain
thorough
permitted
night, arising in the
them entirely. The chalk should then
It stands singular in archiintegrity.
morning tired and
be brushed off with a stiff brush. Art tectural form and situation, the most imis also
The kidworn out.
gum, a soft eraser used by artists,
posing of all houses of parliament. Not
well to have, as it will wipe away slight
ney secretions were
one in any foreign land approaches it in
The same eraser too, by the way,
despots.
and
irregular
tremendous dignity. Only in the ruins
will clean spots on corsets caused by
of structures of ancient days can be
posited a heavy sediis
dark dress bands rubbing. Pipe clay
found a semblance of the chaste design
Doctors treated me for rheument.
applied in a paste made of water and of this meeting place of the lawmakers
matism, but failed to help me. I lost
brushed out when dry.
for more than 80,000,000 pflpulation—
all confidence in medicine, but "Doan's
Stains that come from grass or sea- those ruins from which were drawn to a
remove
to
so
difficult
me
most
two
relieved
the
weed
are
quickly
Kidney Fills
extent the noble features of the
them large
and so thoroughly that I gladly made a
Can you discover a sentence In this and chalk should be tried with
the treasury and the bnilding of
capitol,
somealcohol
no
does
If
this
first.
good
statemeut lo that effect for publication. mixture of letters? The first word Is
the department of the interior.
the
but
them
will
make
times
disappear,
It is not complimentary to the ConThis was in 1SI&8, and during the six "cau." beginning with the lower letter
to it is the danger of a liquid
the objection
nor to the people that the defects of
years which have elapsed I have never "c." If a line Is traced through
the stain to spread. This may gress
causing
the capitol have gone so long unremedletters of tills seutence a picture of a be obviated
kuown Doan's Kidney Fills to fail."
by making a wet ring around ied. When the terrace was added to the
Mother Goose character the spot and covering the circle with
A FUEE TRIAL of this great kidney well known
western front to give mass to the apwill
chalk. Then when the alcohol is put on,
appear.
will
Mr.
Bierbach
which
cured
medicine
foundation, an absurd mistake
the chalk will absorb any that spreads. parent
was made in placing stairways of black
be mailed on application to any part of
So. 103,-Anafrt·.
out
when
It can be brushed
dry.
slate amid the white marble which everythe United States. Address Foster-Mil"HIT ME, DDT SPAKE OLD QLOUY."
Too stil—A famous Russian.
If canvas shoes have become so soiled where else
To the most unprevailed.
burii Co.. Buffalo. Ν. Y. For sale by
will
wash
a
of the star§ and
than
less
that nothing
good
educated taste this was .offensive, and that in the presence
No. 11» I.—1TrunapoMli.
ail uruffjrists ; price, 50 cents per box.
clean them they should have a thorough architectural artiste of
won't act with liim;
every land stood stripes.. I just
Transpose a metal and have to di- scouring. Before doing this be Bure to astonished that such a crime should be that's all." And Toby sat down on his
vide into thiu pieces.
put the shoes on trees. Then make a committed in the name of architecture. ample haunches.
Pianos.
suds with white soap and amIn connection with the remedial moveTranspoee a line of links and have strong
"Get up, you!" shouted the clown.
monia and, putting in the shoes trees
I am still at the Andrews House, a
ment at the east facade this mistake
foreign
country.
But Toby never winked.
scour them with a stiff nail
aud
all,
South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
and
Transpoee a preposition and have a brush. Do this until soil is removed, upon the west is to be corrected, cen"G'wan out er here." cried the little
and organs, new aud second hand, at the
the
and
when that is accomplished
I sell for Jot.
fellow, "or I'll bang yer one!"
but never rub soap directly on the canlowest prices ever offered.
tral section of the east front is extended
Transpose commerce and have to vas. Rinse, again brushing, and finish this so-called crude
Write for
This was too much for Toby.
cash or on easy payments.
of
America
country
with bluing water. Put in the sun to will have the most
I have the best self trample.
list of bargains.
"He's Insulting the American flag."
building of
perfect
a
seem
yellow public use in all the world.
dry and if later the shoes
Transpose to transmit and have
playef for pianos in the world, don't fail
he muttered. "I don't care for myself,
them
water
and
with
clear
wet tbeui
put
t<> hear it.
collection of boxes.
The British bouse of parliament is not but no feller in the Spanish rig is goin'
out to bleach. Trees not only will make
LOY S. EYSTER, South Paris, Maine,
offensively ornate, but it is placod ter hit this flag." And he put back bis
only
will
but
their
Mass.
retain
shoes
the
or 211 Tremont St., Boston,
shape,
No. IDA.—Triangle.
on the banks of the Thames, and can be
two enormous ears.
much.
too
from
them
shrinking
1. A piece of "furniture. 2. A sacred prevent
properly seen only from the Surrey side.
"Hit me If you will, but spare Old
After the last drying the canvas may be
in Paris, alof
chamber
The
4.
A
name.
deputies
A
3.
preposigirl's
song.
In true Barbara
rubbed with pipe clay to make it even
and having a Glory," said Toby
classic
of
design
though
tion. 5. A letter.
whiter.
curious sentimental outlook in facing Frietcliie style.
Suede, glace kid and calfskin can be the
The clown was angry. He brought
great Church of the Madeleine, preNo. 11X1.—Novel Acrostic.
1804-1905.
cleaned by wiping over with gasolene.
similar in architecture, but far his whip down on Toby—thwack!
cisely
1. will fruit and flowers bring;
If the brown heels and soles of canvae
his
across the Seine, and the beehive of the
The Fall Term
Toby kn-.eked him down with
2. you hear the choir sing;
shoes look dull after washing they
Place de la Concorde, is dwarfed and left ear and spanked him with his
3. a ductile metal white;
with tissue

Kodol Digests What You Eat It
Make the Stomach Sweet.
2S4 time·
Bottlea only. Regular »!:·. S1 CO. ho.olrt

•CT^aâFiffirssfiS^iiî'

The pains of rheumatism,
The tired-out feelings.
You must reach the spot—get at the

Por many years it has been supposed that
Catarrh of the Stomach caused indigestion INCREASED endowment enables the
and dyspepsia, but the truth is exactly th· * Trustees
largely to increase and
opposite. Indigestion causes catarrh. Rethe teaching force. Best and
the
Inflames
strengthen
of
Indigestion
peated attacks
at the lowest
mucous membranes lining the stomach and most thorough instruction,
thus causexposes the nerves of the stomach,
ing the glands to secrete mucin Instead of
This ia
the Juices of natural digestion.
called Catarrh of the Stomach.

Our National

HOMEMAKEBS* COLUMN.

ex-

No. lSy.—Indian Tribes: C-row. ConePawnee (paw, knee).
st'jga.
Arapahoe (a rap. a hoc*.
No. UK).— Curious (Jems: Tour-mallne. P-earl. Oar-net.

should be rubbed hard
paper obscured on the banks of the river.
and then with chamois, and if they are
So the changes might be rung on
be
should
still dull they
polished with the houses of parliament of all the great
used
on tan
is
that
tan
varnish
prepared
states of the world. No other stands
leather. If the canvas or suede has been
forth with such prodigious weight and
cleaned with prepared whitening, specks
of proportion and such comof the powder should be removed from dignity
situation as this white pile at
the soles and heels with wet tissue paper, manding
Washington, and again let the hope be
and then rubbed bright with a cloth.
that Congress will leave nothThis same treatment will usually restore expressed
undone to finally correct the mising
when
the shine to brown heels and soles
takes in art which have been always
they have become dull from use, and recognized, and which are solely due to
keep them looking new.—Ex.
the patchwork manner in which the
wonderful structure has been produced.
Notes.

Fancy Work
Scarcely any solid embroidery

is seen

Tact.

cushion tops.
The girl with the bright smile stood
Dried clover blossoms make a nice
waiting for a woman customer to make a
for
summer
cushions.
tilling
choice between two shades of silk ribbon.
Pongee is another material that can be
"Which one shall I take?" asked the
drawn on for practical pillow covers. customer. "I was never so undecided."
The shades, too, are very effective for
"It's purely a matter of taste," smiled
embroidery in colors.
"Either would suit your clear
the girl.
Some sofa pillows seen recently were
perfectly."
complexion
made of the soft skin or hide of the
"Oh, then, I'll take both."
young calf, dressed with the hair loft on.
And still some of the others wondered
They come in several colors, plain and why the girl with the bright smile never

on

variegated.

Russian crash makes artistic and durable covcrs for summer pillows. The
weather does not affect it and no matter
how it is used it always presents a good
appearance. The designs worked on it
should be bold and the work done in
deep color tones.
In fabrics for cushions, silk, satin and
velour squares are printed in conventional designs.
They are made up with
plain silk back of corresponding color,
Some are
without ruffles or bows.
linished with a heavy cord, the corners
left square or slightly rounded. Linen
and cotton goods for embroidering are
stamped in color, and only require outlining or couching in sPh .'loss.

household Notes.

missed

a

sale.

MEN PAST SIXTY IN

DANGER.

More than half of mankind over sixty
years of age suffer from kidney and
bladder disorders, usually enlargement
of prostate gland. This is both painful
and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure
should be taken at the first sign of danger as it corrects irregularities and has
cured many old men of this disease. Mr.
Rodney Burnett, Rock Port, Mo., writes:

"I suffered with enlarged prostate gland
and kidney trouble €r. years and after
taking two bottles of Foley's Kidney
Cure I feel better than I have for twenty
years although I am now 91 years old."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Hie Mistake.—"You don't seem to
much for tbe girls at this Hummer
CHOCOLATE O LACE CAKE.
resort."
"No."
loaf of cake cream
small
f
For a
"What became of that girl you wore
one-quarter cup of butter and one cup of
summer?"
sugar together; sift one and one-half flirting with last
"You moan the girl I thought I was
cups of rtour and one and one-half level
teaspoons of baking powder together flirting with. She married me."
and add to the sugar and butter alternately with six tablespoons, not mixing
Important to Mothers.
spoons, of milk. Fold in the whites of
four eggs, beaten stilt and dry, and Examine carefully every bottle of CA8TORIA,
tlavor with one-half teaspoon of almond a aafe and rare remedy for infanta and children,
Bake in a sheet, and see that It
or lemon flavoring·
frost, and cut in squares.
Bear, the
Another good rule for a white cake,
that may be used with the chocolate Signature of
glace frosting, calls for two cups of la Uie For Over 30 Yeara,
sugar, one-half cup of butter, one cup of
The Kind Toe Have Always Bought.
milk, two cups of flour, one cup of cornstarch sifted with four level teaspoons of
A Poultry Mill. Mary's father was
baking powder, the whites of seven eggs
beaten stiff and added last with one tea- making the experiment of raising chickThe
ens with an Incubator in hie barn.
spoon of lemon flavoring.
For the frosting stir one-half cup of neighbors were much interested in this
of
water
three
of
one
and
tablespoons
sugar
experiment, aud, meeting Mary,
together in a small saucepan set over the them asked, "Mary, have you any little
tire until melted; let it boil five minutes chickens at your house, yet?"
without stirring. Cool until lukewarm,
"No, but we're makin' some," replied
then add on"-balf teaspoon of vanilla; the little maiden.
beat until white and thick. While beatCONSUMPTION THREATENED.
ing melt one square or ounce of chocolate in a cup set over hot water, add to
C. Unger, 211 Maple St., Champaign,
the frosting, rinse out the cup with one 111., writes: "I was troubled with a
tablespoon of boiling water and add also. backing cough for a year and I thoughr
I tried a great
Stir until well mixed and pour over the I had consumption.
cake.
many remedies and was under the care
I
of physicians for several months.
one bottle of Foley's Honey and
Tomato rarebit is a favorite chafing- used
It cured me and I have not been
dish delicacy. The materials are one 1 Tar.
troubled since." F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
cupful of canned or stewed fresh tomatoes, a very little onion chopped fine,
Hie Terrible Accident.
Admiring
one cupful of cheese broken in small
Listener—And how did you lose
pieces, salt and red pepper. Stew the Young
tomatoes ten minutes, add the onion and your leg?
Old Salt—Well, young man, one night
the cheese. Cook until the cheese is
in the dog watch, while I was carrying
soft; season, and serve on sippets of the
baby jib, I stepped on a starboard
toast.
tack and blood pisin' ensooed.
care

/V'

"That's
right. As he did so he cried.
Manila Bay. and that's Santiago!"
They never saw that Spanish rig
agaiu.—Atlanta Constitution.

The *Due Una Xo Mecliuiili'·.
In no well attested case has a dog
ihowu any sense as to the nature of
any mechanical contrivance. I)ogs will
learn which way a door opens, and
rarely if ever da they undiscerningly
close It when It is slightly ajar when

wish to pass through the opening,
but I have never been able to observe
or obtain evidence to show that they
would pull down the latch In the way
In which a cat readily learns to do.
Much as dogs have had to do with
guns, (hey display no kind of Interest
in the arms except so far as they are

they

They contokens of sport to come.
nect the explosion with the capture of
the game and will search for it in the
direction in which the barrel was
pointed. I have not, however, been
able to find that they know, as they
mlght readily do, when the weapon
They
was loaded and when empty.
show no Interest In It, such as monkeys readily display toward any mechanical contrivance to which their atAll these
tention has been directed.
negative features indicate that the mechanical side of the canine mind is entirely undeveloped.—London Standard.
Ctialr of the Giant IdrK.

One of the mountain peaks of north
Wales Is known as the Chair of Idris,
or Cader Idris, as the Welsh people
call it, because Its top Is hollowed out
like an Immense couch. According to
local traditiou, whoever spends a night
in the Chair of Idris will on the following morning be dead, raving mad or
endowed with the loftiest poetical inNo one seems to know exactly who Idris was or when he lived,
but lie must have been a giant if his
body was in proportion with ids celebrated "chair."
Mr.·}. Ilemans has a
fine pjL'in with the Chair of Idris as
the theme, aud Tennyson also men-

spiration.

tions It iu ".Klild."

_

d<UC&U

ClreaanUtii Beauty.
Painting the eyes and eyelids Is considered a great aid to the fascination
A Circassian to
of the female orbs.
be really lovely must, in addition to
being very corpulent, have golden hair
and Jet black lashes. Kohl is used by
the Persian and Armenian women to
leugthen their eyes. The bazaar women
and uauteh"girls of most eastern countries dye their finger nails with henna,
and where they wish to l»e thought

great ladles they allow their linger
nails to grow to an immense length
and keep them in finely wrought gold

sheaths.

A Curloua Tnle.

This curious tale of the Venerable
Bede is told in the mediaeval "Golden
Legend:" One day, when he was old
and blind, the desire to preach came
upon him. An attendant led him to a
spot where he fiiced a heap of stones,
and Bedc, believing that a human audience was before him, delivered an eloquent sermon. At the end, it Is gravely recorded, the stones cried "Amen!"
no doubt to stive Bede's feelings.
Ileadxt rouir,

Mrs. Homer—Don't you think your
It is a relief after the long regime of QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUFBooklet, desorlpUve of Dr. Greene'*
husband is rather headstrong for an InFERERS.
the iron and brass beds to see wooden
methods, remedies and treatment, will be
WEST
MAINE.
PARIS,
mailed free upon application.
beds offered for cottage furnishings.
Foley's Honey and Tar affords im- valid? Mrs. Neighbor—Yes, and the
The new beds are very simple in design, mediate relief to asthma sufferers in tbe doctor Is tft blame for It too. Mrs. IloF(Treat
If you are troubled with dizzy spells, and are as pretty as possible.
Aud why, pray? Mrs.
worst stages and if taken in time will mer—Iudeed!
FOR SALE.
are
NOTICE.
effect a cure. F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
headache, indigestion, constipation, Hol- green, walnut stain, and gray maple
Neighbor—lie wen't allow him to take
Six pigs, Hve weeks old, and pure lister's Rocky Mountain Tea will make favorite woods. The beds are not exThe subscriber hereby give» notice that she !
any nourishment but goats' milk.
lia» been duly appointe·) administratrix of the
Blinkerson—"Is Jones still paying atblood Holstein bull, two years old pou well and keep you well. If it fails pensive.
estate of
to
back.
That's
tention
fair.
35
daughter?"
get
your
your money
SAMUKL r. DAILY, late of Canton,
An lSvldent Alternative.
Η. M. BERRY, South Paris. :ents. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.; Orin StèIn the County of Oxforil, deceased, ami given I
Sniffers—"He isn't paying her any atBad cuts and burns sometimes happen
"She married him in spite of great
All persons having
bond· as tlie law directs.
at
all."
tention
re ni.
know
of
to
is
it
well
so
in
the
kitchen,
demand· against the estate of said deceased are
opposition, didn't she?"
Blinkerson—"Ob, did he jilt her?"
desired to present the same for aettlement, and Τυ the Stockholder* of the Oxford Central elecremedies. To stop the bleeding
She backed away from hiiu suddenly. handy
tric R. R
If her marriage doesn't turn
he married her!"
"Yes.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
rice
Sniffers—"No;
of
a
bad
finely
powdered
cut, apply
There will be a meeting of the stockholder*
ment Immediately.
"Dearest," she said.
she'll only have herself to
out
well
is
to
soft
If
wound.
of
for
«took
flour
to
the
iubscrllnirs
the
or
ami
Oxford
eoap
Central
NELL1B f. DAILY.
July lHh. l'A'5.
"Well, pet?" he queried.
Many persons in this community are blame."
Electric K. R. at So 3 L>eering Sfect. Norway,
be had, it will ease the pain of a burn at
"I hope you won't be offended," she
from kidney complaint who
Maine. Thursday, Kth of August, laOû, at 10
suffering
"(Jood gracious!
Why? What's to
o'clock, Λ. M., to see what action ttaM «tockholil- :ontinued, "but did you put that stuff once.
could avoid fatal results by using Foley's
Risers ent
will take upon the i|uesUon of dltwolvlng the
prevent her blaming him?"
>n your mustache to keep the flies off?"
Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Kidney
corporation.
C. Π. PRIDE, Clerk.
A little more starch than usual in the
Love*· Labor'· Lost.
Dear Gus:—I have solved the mother- tablecloth during the humid weather of
Weary—Did youse ever work?
n-law problem, jnst give her regularly summer will help to keep it fresh.
Shake
Poetlcus—Have
read
you
Tattered—Naw, but I'se seen fellers
ilollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
It
wot has.
speare's "Love's Labour's Lost?" Cynvill make her healthy, happy and docile
lcus—No, but I've taken α girl to the
One cucumber and one green pepper
is a lamb.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE.
theater and had her talk to the man
run through the meat chopper and mixΓ. ▲. Shurtleff Λ Co. ; Orin Steven·.
Will cure Bright's Disease.
next her all through the show.
ed into a creamy paste with mayonnaise
the best of all fillings for
Will cure Diabetes.
Here is a good item that is going the dressing make
Will cure Stone in Bladder.
The worst men often give the best
ounds of the Western press: An editor a picnic sandwich.
In the tirst place you should know t bat Paroid
Will cure Kidney and Bladder Diseases.
ο Ohio who started about 20 years ago
advice. Our thoughts are better somela no experiment. It has been on the mi irket about
&
Co.
F. A. Shurtleff
OOOD TEMPERANCE PUNCH.
A
rith 15 cents is now worth $100,000. His
In 1808 the U. S.
ten years and has stood the test.
times than our deeds.—Bailey.
coumulation of wealth is owing to hie
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
Upon a tablespoonful of good tea pour
wife has
the
Same.—"Bilder's
Always
strict
to
Ill
the
attention
water.
business
so
satisfa*
it
of
A Smart Woman.
torv, they
two quarte
rugality,
boiling
having proved
years later,
nd the fact that an uncle died and left meantime have ready the juice and peel· a very even disposition, hasn't she?"
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Bi uni la, and
wife thinks he Is the
"BUggine'
varies."
,4Very. Her irritability never
iim 109,908.
ings of three lemons and one orange in a
they are still using it. The sales of Paro d now are
smartest man on earth."
small punch bowl, and when the tea has
well up to 40U carloads a year or app roximately
"No," answered Miss Cayenne; "she
"I had diabetes in its worst form,"
It will wash and not rub off
20,000,000 feet.
steeped for five minutes pour the hot,
doesn't think so. She merely makes
Ind. "I
This complexion all envy dm,
clear fluid on the juice and skim through writes Marion Lee of Dunreath,
We bave handled Paroid for about t liree years
relief. Bligglne think she thinks so."
It's no secret so I'll tell
This decoction, sweetened tried eight physicians without
a strainer.
and have sold nearly 100,000 feet and t be sale is
Take thou Rocky Mountain Tea.
with half a pound of sugar, should cool Only three bottles of Foley's Kidney
rapidly increasing.
'. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.; Orin Stevens. slowly and then be placed in aa ice Core made me a well man." F. A.
Gentleness and cheerfulness, these
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as
«best. Small glasses of the tall variety Shurtleff & Co.
come before all morality; they are the
compared with shingles, being 20 to 40 pel cent cheaper, according to the quantity
and thickness used, than a medium qualit; r ce<lar, making allowance (or the extra
The following advertisement, aeeord- are best for serving this drink. The preperfect duties.—Robert Louis Steven·
should be done in
Doctor—Well, John, how are yon to- Km.
cost of laying the shingles. There are ma ny roofs so flat that shingles are entirely
ig to The London Express, appeared in liminary mixing
roof
at
a
small
to
serve
or
tin
of
are
as
as
a
when
would
be
and
while
Paroid
day?
part
η
a
few
ready
gravel
unsuitable,
you
good
English provincial paper
day· private,
John—Verra bad, verra bad. I wish
Gare the Bride Awaj·,
the cost It is especially adapted to pia: :ζλλ and dormer windows.
By using go: "Young girl wanted as general bring the pitcher and glasses out on a
Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, pou ltry houses, Ac., with flat roofs at a big
much work—need not neat tray. Into each glass pour half an Providence 'ud 'ave mossy on me an'
Stella—Who gave the bride away—
srv ant—not
·
<
inch of fruit syrup, then pour in the tea take me!
saving in material. We have the well kno wn Nepooeet Red Rope Roofing which 'ash."
1er
father?
Bella—\o, her little
Wife—Ow can you expect it to if yon
until they aro three-fourths full. The
la an excellent low-priced roof, good for fii >e year» or more. We shall be pleased
>rother. During the ceremony he told
with shaved ice or won't take the doctor's physic?
to furnish sample· and further informatioi ι on application.
Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine j glass may be filled
iverything he knew about her.
Siloed pineapple and
we from poison* and will cure any ease ( with soda water.
addiCure will oure all I
Γ kidney disease that ia not beyond the a few slices of orange form a good
Foley's
Kidney
matctm
5
Let us watch our beginnings and re- 1
tac h of medicine.
F. A. Shurtleff 6 I tion to this. Serre with or without diseases arising from disordered kidneys 1
will msni— them·shr—.-dark.1
«Its
■<
or bladder.
* BtrAwa.
J\ A. Shurtleff Λ Oo.
o.
edy.
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Early

We want to

You

S. P.

a

spin^—

yam ab

S

SON, Agents,

Mi Art Crilldiiu.
▲ young woman of grent, perhaps
to tlie
too great, sensibility, according
be exDundee Advertiser, begged to
cused from visiting au avait who lived
where picIn au old fashioned bouse
were in c*vi
tures of a certain period
"There is un engraving of a
deuce.
blacksmith's shop in the dining room!'
exlaid slie hysterically. "You can't
there; I
pect me to eat my dinner
smell the hoofs."
one
A similar criticism came from
who suffered, not from overrellne-

The Kind You Have Always Bought» and which has been
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under hi* personal supervision since its infancy.

difmeut, but-from something quite

of recently
ferent. She
an art
acquired wealth, who went Into
of a
gallery aud asked for a painting
certain size. "I have just what you
lie showed
want," said llie dealer.
but
her a beautiful animal pointing,
and
she looked at it for a few minutes
tbeu shook her head. "It won't do,"
she said; "I want this picture for my
drawing room." "But it's α beautiful
for
thing," ventured the dealer. "Not
the woma drawing room," announced
bave a
an conclusively; "you couldn't
was a woman

iu

cow

Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" are but,
and
with
endanger the health of
trifle
that
Experiments
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare,
and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverisliness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend·
Castoria is

a

goric, Drops

drawing room."

a

I'uzzIpn From the Greek.

if
If two are a few, why n it three;
three, why not four, and by a gradually advancing Increment of number why
not 10,000 or any oilier number? Or,
does
again, if the loss of a single hair
not make a man bald, why should the
In*
loss of two, of three, and so on, and
ferentinlly the loss of all?
subtraction
If, then, no addition or
of u unit can transform a small num-

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

ber of wheat grains Into a heap or a
full head of hair Into a bald head, how
is it possible that either transition
should ever be accomplished?
Take a grain of millet out of a bushel
It
and let It fall on the ground, aud
makes no noise. Take every g a!n In
succession of 10,ΙΚ·0, let the same hapThen colpen, and no sound Is heard.
lect all the grains back Into the bushel
and pour It out, and the result is u
great noise. Ilow, asks Zeno, can 10,·
000 noiseless processes make one full

Tie Kind You Hate Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
TMC CKMTAUH COMPANY. Tf MURRAY ITRCIT, NCW YORR CITY.

KK2£<-:

of noise?

Tre*|>naalnir.

common law of Kngland there can be no theft of things
which form part of or are attached to
the soil, and there is no statute or penalty against the gathering of wild (lowMost people at
ers In a Held or wood.
the
some time or other have paused at
fearsome legend, "Trespassers Will lie

The New-York

According to the

Prosecuted," printed on the menacing
board which lawyers have described as
a "wooden liar," for. as a matter of
fact, the mere walking across another

man's field is no more a criminal offense than to walk along the highroad.
If the trespasser does no actual damage there is no ground for prosecution,
with any hope of obtaining more than
merely nominal damages, and noue
but a born litigant would dream of

taking action.—London Globe..

Frityed ΓαΙΤκ.
Among the minor arts of life of
which we have lately given some instances is one which is sadly neglectitl.
It relates to the treatment of shirt

that show the tirst protest
ugalust the laundry's handling. The
laundress Is cruel, but the man who

cuffs

ALMOST

as
newspaper for busy people, almost
and your Rural Free Delivery C'armi
brings it to your door three times every week.
it is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Frida>s.
and contains all the must important news of The D;»ii>
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have n<r
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in cloie touch
with all important news of the world at a very small trout.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-\VEEkl.\
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

GOOD

i8 a metropolitan
good an a daily,

AS
A
DAILY

Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
bring you a free sample copy.

scissors
With the
first touch of steel the cuff Is ruined.
I.lgbt a match and pass it round the
frayed edges (do not burn your wri ti.
The cleansing lire will remove il:;>
shirt

his

pares

cuffs

with

heaps folly upou brutality.

dross and leave Intact the pure gin:;
of the cuff. Λ cuff treated with lire
will last laundry generations longer
than the cuff treated with steel.—London Chronicle.

AiltcrlUlii»

il

ml

Sui-ce**.

the tilings in trart<·
that «re great sellers «nil yet are n«»t
You will n<»t get far.—
advertised.

Try to

naine

Boston Ilernld.
Our clear headed contemporary Is
rlgiit. The great successes of the com
merelal world «re good things well ad
vertlsed. There is nothing like "printer's ink" to turn a merchant's dimes
Into dollars. And there are such skill

nnd power of interesting description
shown by the advertisers of today that
the columns devoted to their au
nouueements are not only full of information, but are mostly readable
nnd entertaining.—New York Herald.
So Italn Could lire ρ III m Awiiy,

Kuthleuc—It's fit tit» ye love me, or ye
wud η I ver stay away from ne as ye
did last evenin' Jist because av a wee
bit o' rain. I>udee Mike -Sure It wor
a

down floods, mivourneen.
not th* rain that kep' me
frun th' lolght nv y'r hivenly
Kathlene—An' wot wor It?

pourln'

but It
away
eyes.

Dudee Mike—It worth' lack

av an um-

Fiiiryliiml.
".Inst by way of experiment." said
the first fairy, "I appeared to ten men
at random and nsked them to make a
wish, and seven of them wanted to
know how to play the races."
the other elf.
"Ah!" said
"Only
seven? I!ut. I presume, the others
Λ

DECORATE.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every incli a king. Black stallion, white ankles
behind, M hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
JOIIN II. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WIIEKLER, South Taris, Me.

Horse in
Sired by Dai<k Dkvii., 2.0!», by Μλμιικινο Kino, "The Handsomest
Jkwki. (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwkl.
ankle
hin«l
Kinji, <]·> 2.1!» 1-2; l'oint Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, hir^e snip, right
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by A i.mont J κ., 1>-"·'
white. Foaled June S, 1880.
.'M:
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin. 2.12 .*>-4; Wanlwell, 2.14 1-4; (Hobe, 2.11
And 10 ntheis
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-1; Wanlwell, (p) 2.10 1-1; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4;
in 2.80.
.SOI Til
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER,

PARIS, MAINE. TERMS: *25 TO WARRANT.

LlttU* Tale

From

thought they knew."—I'unch.
IIIm Weak

l'oint.

A man w is killed by a circular saw,
and in his obituary notice it was stated
ihnt he was "a good citizen, an upright man. and an ardent patriot, but
of limited Information regarding circular saws."

DIRECT.

COUNT

colt, large stripe, front
Bred at Villago Farm.

Black
1902.

ankles white, hind legs white.

SlKKD UY DlKKCT IIA I., 2.04 1-4.

Dam, The Countess
Dam of Chlmeebrlno (4), 2.2H 1 4, aire i.l Florida
Chlniui* (p), Î.10 14, and 2 otlierrt In 2.3U.
.......
2d dam, Toilet,
I)ani uf Realduary Legatee,2J5I 12; Gev»er lloy,
2.20 1-4.

TERMS: «25 TO WARRANT.

condition. Apply to
F. Α. Τ\YLOR,
Uuckfield, Mr.

J. WALDO

by Almont, Jr.,

STABLE, SOUTH

11 .'J.

PARIS,

MK

SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS.
If in want of a dog try the Collie.

beauty, superior intelligence
general usefulness on the farm
and about the home will surprise you.

Their
and

M. E. BENNETT,
Buckfield, Me.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MAS0NI0 BLOCK,

Wanted.
of fair ediiratlon to travel
#13»,OU) capital. Salary # 1 ,"7- pei
year and exiwrntOH, paid vtekly. Addree*
M. I'KRCIVAL, South Pari», Me

Lady

for

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

182!».

IO|{ SALE.

House of S rooms, stable and two
of land, fruit trees, etc. All in

good

Mambrino King, 127'A

ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

For Sale.
acres

by

Foaled June

.by Dictator,

3d dam, Mermaid,
hitter of I.a OecaleUA, 2.29 .14 : };randam of
I.ui-rvtla, 2.2··; Klalnc, 2.27 1-2; 0am of Almont
Dictator, elrc of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

wor

brella.—New York Weekly.

Tribune

Tri-Weekly

AS

a

or

in?ntleinan

linn of

QUAKER RANGE

l*o<>tN null IrrpKiioimllilllfjr.
Poets are wayward creatures, largely Irresponsible for their actions, or. at
all events, provided with such a curi-

ously sensitive and Inflammable organization that we feel It would be unjust
to Judge them by ordinary standards.—
London

Telegraph.

Inherited.
"Your daughter's music Is Improving," said the professor, "but when she
runs the scales I hnve to watch her

pretty closely."

"Just like her father," sal J Mrs. Nu"he made his money In the
grocery line."

rltch;

Plckluir Pocket*.

"Picking pockets," said the reformer

to the thief, "must be a difficult nnd
precarious business."
"It Is," agreed the pickpocket. "It Is,
until you get your hand In."
Settled..
Meeks—The mnn who tries to change
views
Is a fool. Weeks—
a woman's
How do you know? Meeks—My wife
told me so.

Mary Churchill Emmett
The Talented Actress Finds the
"L. F."

Medicine

Indispensable

"ΛΙ/HILE In your city some tlm· «go 1
bought several bottles of the Tree
"L. P.* Atwood'a Bitters et your store and
found that It greatly benefited me. I
wtah to cet some more. I send you my
rout· and several addressed stamped envelope·. Please tell me where lean procure the medicine when I reach New
York. I am anxious In the matter, (or It
did me more good than anything I have
•ver taken and I must have several botMart Churchill
tle· right away."
Euurrr, ct "Sowing th· Wind" Co.
—

SoOertain, Safe and

Reliable that No

Other Madiolna Can Tak· Its Plaoa

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.

put

50 cts.Dcw",nd 50 cts.. w..k..
Hobbs'

W.

Greorg·©

Variety Store, Norway.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
C4R

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON 5TAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
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